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Tight closure has become a thriving branch of commutative algebra since 
it was first introduced by Mel Hochster and Craig Huneke in 1986. Over the 
past few years, it has become increasingly clear that tight closure has deep 
connections with complex algebraic geometry as well, especially with those 
areas of algebraic geometry where vanishing theorems play a starring role. 
The purpose of these lectures is to introduce tight closure and to explain 
some of these connections with algebraic geometry. 

Tight closure is basically a technique for harnessing the power of the 
Frobenius map. The use of the Frobenius map to prove theorems about 
complex algebraic varieties is a familar (if miraculous!) technique in algebraic 
geometry, so it should perhaps come as no surprise that tight closure is 
applicable to algebraic geometry. On the other hand, it seems that so far 
we are only seeing the tip of a large and very beautiful iceberg in terms of 
tight closure's interpretation and applications to algebraic geometry. 

Interestingly, although tight closure is a "characteristic pn tool, many 
of the problems where tight closure has proved useful have also yielded to 
analytic (L2) techniques. Despite some striking parallels, there had been 
no specific result directly linking tight closure and L2 techniques. Recently, 
however, the equivalence of an ideal central to the theory of tight closure 
was shown to be equivalent to a certain "multiplier ideal" first defined using 
L2 methods. Presumably, deeper connections will continue to emerge. 

There are two main types of problems for which tight closure has been 
helpful: in identifying nice structure and in establishing uniform behavior. 
The original algebraic applications of tight closure include, for example, a 
quick proof of the Hochster-Roberts theorem on the Cohen-Macaulayness 
of rings of invariants, and also a refined version of the Briangon-Skoda the-
orem on the uniform behavior of integral closures of powers of ideals. More 
recent, geometric applications of tight closure include Frobenius character-
izations of certain singularities arising in the minimal model program and 
uniform bounds for global generation of adjoint linear series. Both of these 
applications are closely tied to vanishing theorems, and indeed, the Kodaira 
vanishing theorem itself has an equivalent formulation in terms of tight clo-
sure. 

These lectures will introduce tight closure and some of these applications 
for those who may not be fluent in the language of commutative algebra. We 
begin with a commutative algebra lesson: a primer on tight closure theory. 
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LECTURE 1: MAIN PROPERTIES OF TIGHT CLOSURE 

Tight closure is a closure operation performed on ideals in a commutative, 
Noetherian ring containing a field. In our main setting, that ring will be the 
coordinate ring of some affine or projective variety, or a local ring of a point 
on an algebraic variety. But it is worth remarking that tight closure and its 
consequences apply also, for example, to rings of convergent power series at 
a point on a complex analytic space. 

The tight closure of an ideal I is an ideal I* containing I. The definition 
is based on reduction to characteristic p, where one takes advantage of the 
Frobenius map. For a commutative ring R of characteristic p, the Frobenius 

F 
map is simply the ring homomorphism R —R sending an element r to rp. 
Correspondingly, the Frobenius map for a variety (or scheme) defined over 

F 
a field of characteristic p is the morphism X —X which is the identity 
map on the underlying topological space, but the p-th power map for the 
sheaves of rings O x ~> F*Ox- Strictly speaking, the Frobenius as defined 
is not a morphism of varieties because it is not linear over the ground field; 
this rarely causes a problem, since it is a morphism of schemes. 

In these lectures, we have need only for the concept of tight closure in 
prime characteristic, so we stick to that case for simplicity. The theory of 
tight closure in characteristic zero is worked out in detail in [34]. Nonetheless, 
we will apply the theory of tight closure in characteristic p to prove theorems 
about complex algebraic varieties. 
1.1. Definition. Let R be a Noetherian domain of prime characteristic p, 
and let I be an ideal with generators (j/i,... ,J/r)- -An element z is defined to 
be in the tight closure I* if there exists a non-zero element c of R such that 

for all e > 0 . 

It is worth observing immediately that I C I* (c can be taken to be 1). 
Also, one easily checks that (I*)* = I*, so tight closure is really a "closure 
operation" on ideals. 

Loosely speaking, the tight closure consists of all elements that are "al-
most" in I as far as the Frobenius map is concerned. Indeed, imagine iter-
ating the Frobenius map on R infinitely many times: 
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As we follow z and the ideal I through these iterations of Frobenius, the ele-
ment z becomes "almost" in I in the sense that some fixed uniform multiplier 
c knocks all sufficiently high Frobenius iterates of z into the corresponding 
iterate of I . 

An alternative intuitive description of tight closure is obtained by taking 
the pe-th root of (*) above. Let /?' 'p ' denote the ring of all pe-th roots of 
elements of R, which is an overring of R isomorphic to R via the Frobenius 
map. We see that 

cl^z g IR1/pe 

for e > 0 . As e goes to infinity, 1 fpe goes to zero, so in some sense cl/pe 

goes to 1 (this idea can be made precise with valuations; see [35]). So z is 
"almost in" I , at least in some Frobenius limiting sense. 

For the definition, it is not important to restrict to the case where R 
is a domain; we can define tight closure in an arbitrary Noetherian ring of 
characteristic p by requiring that c is not in any minimal prime. However, 
because we are mainly interested in irreducible algebraic varieties and be-
cause most theorems about tight closure reduce to the domain case anyway, 
we treat only the domain case in these lectures. 

1.2. Example. Let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of a cubic plane 
curve, say 

R = k[x,y,z] 
(®3 + j/3 — z 3 ) ' 

where k is any field whose characteristic is not 3. Then 

(x,y)* = (x,y,z2). 

Indeed, if k has characteristic p, we can write 

(z 2 ) i = (x3 + y 3 ) ^ z r 

where r = 1 or 2 and q = pe. Expanding this expression as 
( 2g-r \ 

zrJ2 M - U V ® - r _ 3 < , 

it is easy to see that each monomial xmyn appearing in the sum has either 
m> q or n > q unless both m and n equal q — 1 (which only happens in the 
case where p = 1 mod 3). So we can take c = x (or y), and conclude that 
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c(z2)q €E (xQ,yQ) for all q = pe. Thus z2 €E (x,y)*. A similar analysis can be 
used to show that z is not in (x,y)*. Because this works for all p (except 
p = 3), we declare that z2, but not z, is in the tight closure of (x, y) also 
in characteristic zero. So (x,y)* = (x,y,z2) in every characteristic p > 0 
except p = 3. 

The definition of tight closure takes some getting used to. Fortunately, 
one can understand many applications of tight closure if one simply accepts 
the following properties of tight closure as axioms: 

1.3. Main properties of tight closure. 

(1) If R is regular, then all ideals of R are tightly closed. 

(2) If R S is an integral extension, then IS fl R C I* for all ideals I of 
R. 

(3) If R is local, with system of parameters x \ t h e n (®i,... ,Xi) : 
Xi+1 C (xi,... ,Xi)* ("Colon Capturing"). 

(4) For any ideal I, I* C I C RadI, where I denotes the integral closure of 
I. Furthermore, if fi denotes the minimal number of generators of I, 
thenP1 CP. 

(5) If R —> 5 is any ring map, PS C (IS)* ("Persistence"). 

For the remainder of lecture one, we will discuss these five main proper-
ties, their proofs and main consequences. Some of the five require some mild 
hypotheses; precise statements will be given. All hold for any ring containing 
a field (although Property 2 is not interesting in characteristic zero). All of 
them are quite elementary to prove, at least in the main settings, with the 
exception of Property 5 which requires a new idea. We will stick to the prime 
characteristic case, and simply remark that "by reduction to characteristic 
p" , one can prove the characteristic zero case without essential difficulty.1 

It is perhaps helpful to give geometric interpretations of some of these 
properties. Think of the ideal I in the ring R as corresponding to some 
closed subscheme Z in an affine algebraic variety X (whose coordinate ring 

lrTo prove these properties for rings essentially of finite type over a field of character-
istic zero is reasonably straightforward for those familiar with the general technique. To 
prove these properties for more general rings containing a field of characteristic zero is 
substantially more technical; complete details can be found in [35]. 
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is R). The tight closure of I corresponds to some closed subscheme Z* of 
Z. By the first part of Property 4, we see that Z* is quite close to Z—it is 
wedged between Z and the reduced subscheme of Z. Property 1 says that 
when X is smooth, Z* agrees with Z for all closed subschemes Z. Property 
2 is a statement about the behavior of tight closure under a finite map 
Y —> X . It says that if Z C X is a closed subscheme of X , then / ( / (Z)) 
sits between Z and Z*. Property 5 tells us that for an arbitrary affine map 
vM X, {f-l{Z))* C rl{Z*) for any closed subscheme Z of X . Property 
3 is geometrically more subtle, but as we will see, it is the key to the tight 
closure formulation of the Kodaira vanishing theorem. 

Note that one important property is omitted from the list. Any decent 
closure operation ought to commute with localization, but amazingly, we 
still do not know that tight closure does. Geometrically speaking, we don't 
know whether tight closure can be computed locally. 

1.4 Open Problem. If U is a multiplicative system in a ring R, is 

rR\U = (IR\U 'y? 

It is easy to see that one direction holds, namely, I*i?[C/_1] C (Ii?[C/ - 1])*. 
Indeed, if z G I*, then we have the equations czpC = a\eyf +.. .+arey? in R. 
Expanding to i?[C/_1], the same equations show that f is in the tight closure 
of Ii?[C/ - 1] . This is a very special case of Property 5 above. It is also fairly 
straightforward to check that tight closure commutes with localization at 
maximal ideals, that is, when the multiplicative system is the complement 
of some maximal ideal in R. On the other hand, the general localization 
problem is wide open, despite being known for some special classes of ideals 
[2], and for all ideals in some very special classes of rings [75]. 

Of course, without knowing that tight closure commutes with localiza-
tion, it is difficult to formulate a theory of tight closure of a sheaf of ideals 
in a sheaf of rings. For this reason, the localization problem is probably 
the biggest open problem in tight closure theory. Remarkably, this gap in 
the theory does not seem to have limited tight closure's applicability. The 
power is derived from the five main properties, which we now discuss in 
greater detail. 
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1.5. Property One: All ideals are tightly closed in a regular ring. 

It is easy to see why all ideals are tightly closed in a regular ring. For 
example, consider the special case where (R, m) is the local ring of a point 
on a smooth algebraic variety X over a perfect field of characteristic p. In 

pe 

this case, the Frobenius map and its iterates X —> X give rise to locally 
free sheaves of Ox-modules F^Ox on X for each e— that is, each F^Ox is 
a vector bundle on X. (This is precisely where we use the regularity of R: in 
fact, the flatness of Frobenius characterizes regularity [48].) Algebraically, 
we can view this as a descending chain of subrings of R 

R D RP D RP2 D Rp3 D ... 

where the ring R is a free module over each one of the subrings RPe. (If 
this is not clear to you, just think of the case where R is a polynomial ring: 
essentially the same thing goes on in general.) 

Suppose we have a section of F^Ox which does not vanish at the point 
we're considering. This section generates a line subbundle which splits off 
from the vector bundle F £ O x (locally in a neighborhood of our point). Al-
gebraically, this means that if we fix any non-zero c in i?, and choose e so 
large that c is not in the expansion of the maximal ideal of RpC, then by 
Nakayama's lemma, c will be part of a minimal generating set for the RpC 

module R. Thus we can find an RpC-linear splitting 

R A RPe 

c i y 1. 

Now if we have an ideal I = ( j / i , . . . , yr) of R and an element z C /*, 
then we can find equations 

czf = aij/f + ... + aryf 

for some fixed non-zero c and all large e. By the argument above, for large 
e, we can find an RPe-linear map <f> from R to RPe sending c to 1. Applying 
(f) to the equation above, we see that 

zpe = <f>{ai)y( + ... + <f>{ar)y? 

where each coefficient <f>(ai) is some element of RPe. By taking the pe — th 
root of this equation, we see that z is an R-linear combination of y\,..., yr. 
Thus z € I , and we have proved that I* = I for all ideals of R. 
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This completes the proof that all ideals are tightly closed in a regular 
ring, at least in the special case we considered. The general case (of prime 
characteristic) is not much harder. The point is the flatness of Frobenius in 
a regular ring. See [30]. 

1.6. Property Two: Elements mapped to I after integral extension 
are in I*. 

We now prove Property 2: if R M- S is an integral extension of domains 
of prime characteristic, and I is an ideal of R. then IS fi R C I*. 

The following lemma will be useful also in the proof of Property 3. 

1.7. Key Lemma. Let S be a domain that is finitely generated when consid-
ered as a module over some subring R. Then for any fixed non-zero element 
d of S, there is an R-linear map, S R sending d to some non-zero ele-
ment of R. 

The point in the proof of Lemma 1.7 is that after tensoring with the 
fraction field, i f , of R, we have an inclusion K M- K 5 , where the latter 
is simply a finite dimensional vector space over K. So of course there is a 

ib 
if-linear splitting K Q;> S —> K sending 1 <S> d to 1. Thinking of S as a subset 
of K S. we look at where tp sends each of a set of R-module generators 
{ s i , . . . , Sd} for 5 , say ip(si) = f̂ G K. Now we can define (p to be the map 
tip where t is the product of the t{. This map is R-linear, and sends each sj 
to an element of R. The lemma is proved. 

To prove Property 2, let z G R be any element in IS fl R. This means 
we can write 

2 = am + ... + aryr 

where a? G S and the yf s generate I. Because this expression involves only 
finitely many elements from S there is no loss of generality in assuming S 
is finitely generated as a module over R. Now, raising this equation to the 
pe — th power, we have 

*Pe =aft/f + ... + a f y f . 

Using the lemma, we find an i?-linear map S R sending 1 to some non-
zero element <: (r R. Applying </> to this equation, we have 

cz?e =cP(af)y{ +... + (p(af)yf. 
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This is an equation now in R, showing that z € I*. Property 2 is proved. 

Essentially the same argument shows the stronger property: if R M- S is 
an integral extension of prime characteristic domains and I is an ideal of i?, 
then (IS)* fl R C I*. We leave this as an instructive exercise for the reader. 

Property 2, unlike the other four properties, is interesting only in prime 
characteristic. Indeed, if R is any normal domain containing Q, then R splits 
off of every finite integral extension S (using the trace map). In this case, 
IS fl R = I for every ideal of R and every integral extension S. 

Property 2 can be phrased in terms of the absolute integral closure. For 
any domain i?, the absolute integral closure R+ of R is the integral closure 
of R in an algebraic closure of its fraction field. In other words, R+ is the 
direct limit of all finite integral extensions of R. Property 2 can be stated: 
IR+ fl R C I* for all ideals I of R. This leads to the following interesting 
problem. 

1.8. Open Problem. Let R be a domain of prime characteristic. Is IR+ fi 
R = I* for all ideals R ? 

In addition to providing a very nice characterization of tight closure, an 
affirmative answer to this question would immediately solve the localization 
problem. Indeed, it is easy to check that the closure operation defined by ex-
pansion to the absolute integral closure and contraction back to R commutes 
with localization. 

There is no non-trivial class of rings in which this open problem has been 
completely solved. However, we do have the following result. 

1.9. Theorem [70]. Let R be a locally excellent1 domain of prime charac-
teristic. Then I* = IR+ fi R for all parameter ideals I of R. 

A "parameter ideal" is any ideal I generated by n-elements where n is 
the height of I ; if R is local, an ideal is a parameter ideal if and only if it 
is generated by part of a system of parameters. Geometrically, a parameter 

2Virtually all rings the mathematician on the street is likely to run across are locally 
excellent, including the local rings of any algebraic variety and convergent power series 
rings. Excellent rings were proposed by Grothendieck as the natural setting in which 
resolution of singularities ought to hold. Excellent rings seem to be the natural setting 
for many results about tight closure. The definition can be found in [59], but we will not 
make use of this technical concept here. 
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ideal is an ideal that defines a subseheme of largest possible eodimension 
given its number of generators. Some may be tempted to call this a com-
plete intersection ideal, but this is a bit misleading since the ambient space 
(Spec R) need not be smooth. 

As we see from the theorem, tight closure commutes with localization for 
parameter ideals. However, this does not follow from the theorem because 
this fact is used in its proof. See instead [2]. 

The proof of this theorem is quite involved, so we do not sketch it here; 
see [70]. The result has been generalized to a larger class of ideals, including 
ideals generated by monomials in the parameters, by Aberbach [1]. 

1.10. Property Three: Colon capturing. 

Property 3, the colon capturing property of tight closure, is particu-
larly instrumental in applications of tight closure to problems about Cohen-
Macaulayness and vanishing. 

Recall that if R is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring with system of parameters 
x\,..., then by definition, 

(®1 j • • • j • C (®1 j • • • j 

for each i = 1 , 2 , . . . , d — 1. Colon capturing says that, even for rings that are 
not Cohen-Macaulay, the colon ideal ( ® i , . . . , X{) : Xi+1 is at least contained 
in (® i , . . . yXi)*. Loosely speaking, tight closure captures the failure of a ring 
to be Cohen-Macaulay. This is a fundamental aspect of tight closure theory. 
Note that it implies immediately that any ring in which all ideals are tightly 
closed is Cohen-Macaulay. 

We now prove the colon capturing property of tight closure: if R is a 
local domain (satisfying some mild hypothesis to be made precise soon) and 

. . . , Xd is a system of parameters for R, then 

(®1 j • • • j • C (®1 j • • • ) Xj) 

for each i = 1 d 1. 

Let us first assume that R is a finitely generated N-graded algebra and 
that . . . , Xd is a homogeneous system of parameters for R. 3 In this case, 

3 A finitely generated N-graded algebra over a field is essentially a local object in the 
graded category: it has a unique homogeneous maximal ideal. So many local concepts, 
including the notion of a system of parameters and the meaning of Cohen-Macaulayness, 
apply to the graded situation. 
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we can express R as a module finite extension of the polynomial subring 
k[xi,..., Xd}. Geometrically, the inclusion k[x 1 , . . . , x^] C R corresponds to 
a finite cover Proj R —> (for example, induced by a generic projection 
in the case where R is generated in degree one and the X{ have degree one). 

Suppose that z G ( ® i , . . . , X{) :R XI+\. Because the X{ are homogeneous, 
we may assume without loss of generality that z is homogeneous. Consider 
the ring A contained in R obtained by adjoining the element z to the poly-
nomial ring k [ x i , . . . YXD}. Observe that the ring A is Cohen-Macaulay; in 
fact, A is a hypersurface ring because its dimension is d and its embedding 
dimension is d + 1 (or d. if z happens to be in the polynomial ring already). 
Now, because z € ( ® i , . . . , X{) :R XI+1, we can write 

ZXi+i = Ot\X\ + . . . +OiXi 

for some elements a, in R. Raising this equation to the pe — th power, we 
have 

e p e „ e „ e „ e „ e 

Because the inclusion A M- R is a finite extension, we can use Lemma 1.7 to 
find an /I linear map R A sending 1 to some non-zero element c € A. 
This yields equations 

where the cf>(oj ) are just some elements of A. 
In other words, 

pe ( P6 P6 \ P6 cz € ,..., xi ) :a xi+1 

in the ring A. But A is Cohen-Macaulay, and x\ ,..., xpd is a system of 
parameters for A, so we see 

czpe € ( x f , . . . , x f ) 

for all e. This shows that z £ (xi,..., X{)* in R (also in A, but it is R that 
we care about). Thus ( s i , . . . ,Xi) :r Xi+\ C (® i , . . . ,®j)*, and the proof of 
the colon capturing property is complete— at least for graded domains. 

Inspecting the proof, we see that we have not used the grading of R in a 
crucial way: what we really need is that the domain R is a finite extension 
of a regular subring. So this proof also works for algebras essentially of finite 
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type over a field (the required regular subring is supplied by Noether nor-
malization) , for complete local domains (the required subring being supplied 
by the Cohen structure theorems), and in many other settings. In fact, colon 
capturing holds for any ring that is module finite and torsion free over a reg-
ular ring. See [30] and [39] for different proofs and more general statements. 

1.10.1. The philosophy of colon capturing holds for other ideals involving 
parameters. For example, if I and J are any ideals generated by monomials 
in a system of parameters { « o , . . . , xa} } one can compute I : J formally as if 
the Xi's are the indeterminates of a polynomial ring. Then the actual colon 
I : J is contained in the tight closure of the 'formal' colon ideal. Furthermore, 
even more is true: we have that I* : J is contained in the tight closure of the 
formal colon ideal. Essentially the same proof gives these stronger results 
with very small effort. For an explicit example, let xo, • • •, be a system of 
parameters in a domain R. Then 

(xq, . . . jXJ) : (XQXI . . .Xd) C (XQ 1 , . . . x)* 

and even 
(xq, . . . ,Xt f )* : (xoxi • • • Xd) C (XQ 1 , . . . 1 )* . 

The proofs of these statements will be worked out later in the proof of 
Lemma 2.14. 

One reason for tight closure's effectiveness is that these sorts of colon 
manipulations can often help us prove a general statement if we already 
have an argument for the Cohen-Macaulay case. Later, we will see this 
philosophy in action in Lemma 2.14. 

1.11. Some consequences of the first three properties. 

It follows immediately from the colon capturing property that if R is a 
local ring in which all ideals are tightly closed, then R must be Cohen-
Macaulay. Indeed, if all parameter ideals are tightly closed, then colon 
capturing implies that R is Cohen-Macaulay. This leads us to define two 
important new classes of rings. 

1.12. Definition. A ring R is weakly F-regular if all ideals are tightly 
closed. A ring R is F-rational if all parameter ideals are tightly closed. 

So far we have seen the following implications: Regular =>• weakly F-
regular =>• F-rational =>• Cohen-Macaulay. The first implication is Prop-
erty 1, while the last implication is Property 3. 
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The reason the adjective "weakly" modifies "F-regular" above goes back 
to the localization problem. Unfortunately, we do not know whether the 
property that all ideals are tightly closed is preserved under localization. 
The term "F-regular" is reserved for rings R in which all ideals are tightly 
closed not just in R, but also in every localization of R. That is, we have 
the following special case of the localization problem: 

1.13. Open Problem. If R is weakly F-regular, and U C R is any 
multiplicative system, is the localization i?[C/_1] also weakly F-regular? 

This problem is presumably easier than the localization problem itself. 
Indeed, it has been shown in a number of cases. For example, Hochster and 
Huneke showed the answer is yes when R is Gorenstein [31], [33]. This was 
later generalized to the Q-Gorenstein case, and even to the case where there 
are only isolated non Q-Gorenstein points, by MacCrimmon [57]. Using 
this, it is possible to see that weakly F-regular is equivalent to F-regular in 
dimensions three and less. (These statements require some mild assumption 
on i?, such as excellence). Recently, an affirmative answer was given also for 
finitely generated N-graded algebras over a field [56]. By contrast, the full 
localization problem for tight closure of ideals has not been solved in any of 
these cases. 

The problem is reminiscent of an analogous problem in commutative al-
gebra that looked quite difficult in the mid-twentieth century: is the localiza-
tion of a regular ring still regular? With Serre's introduction of homological 
algebra to commutative algebra, the problem suddenly became quite easy. 
Perhaps a similar revelation is necessary in tight closure theory. 

Returning to the applications of the first three properties, we now prove 
the following easy, but important, theorem. 

1.14. Theorem. Let R C S be an inclusion of rings that splits as a map of 
R-modules. If S is (weakly) F-regular, then R is (weakly) F-regular. [30] 

The proof is simple. Suppose that I is an ideal of R and that z G I*. 
This means that for some non-zero c, czp" G where denotes the 
ideal generated by the pe — th powers of the generators of I. Expanding to 
S, we have czp so that z G (IS)*. But all ideals of S are tightly 
closed, and so z G IS. Now applying the splitting S — R (which sends 1 to 
1 JMinearly), we see that z G I in R as well. This completes the proof. 

The importance of this Theorem lies in the following corollaries. 
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1.15. Corollary. Any ring (containing a field) which is a direct summand 
of a regular ring is Cohen-Macaulay. 

The proof is obvious: a regular ring is F-regular by Property 1, so any 
direct summand is also F-regular. By Property 3, this summand is Cohen-
Macaulay. 

1.16. Corollary (The Hochster-Roberts Theorem). The ring of in-
variants of a linearly reductive group acting linearly on a regular ring is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 

This is essentially a special case of the previous corollary because the 
so-called Reynold's operator gives us a splitting of RG from R. 

We emphasize that both the Theorem and its corollaries make sense and 
are true in characteristic zero. Thus even though there are very few linearly 
reductive groups in prime characteristic, the Hochster-Roberts Theorem for 
reductive groups over the complex numbers can be proved by reduction to 
characteristic p. To be fair, we have not proved Properties 1 and 3 in char-
acteristic zero (nor even given a precise definition of tight closure in charac-
teristic zero). However, if one accepts the existence of a closure operation in 
characteristic zero satisfying Properties 1 and 3, then we have proved here 
that the Hochster-Roberts Theorem follows. For a more complete proof, see 
[30]. 

We now mention one of the crown jewels of tight closure theory. 

1.17. Theorem. Let R be a local ring of an algebraic variety over a field of 
characteristic p. Then the absolute integral closure R+ of R is a (non-finitely 
generated) Cohen-Macaulay R-module. [32] 

We can see that this must be true as follows. Let . . . ,Xd be a system 
of parameters. Suppose z € (® i , . . . ,Xi) : Xi+\. By the colon capturing prop-
erty, z G ( « i , . . . , Xi)*. But for parameter ideals, tight closure is the same as 
the contraction of the expansion to R+ (see the discussion of Property 2). 
Thus z € ( ® i , . . . , Xi)R+ fl R. This holds for all i, so x\,..., xa is a regular 
sequence on i ? + , and the Theorem is "proved". Unfortunately, this is not 
an honest proof because the proof that I* = IR+ fi R for parameter ideals 
I uses the Cohen-Macaulayness of R+. 

The graded analog of Theorem 1.17 gives rise to the following very in-
teresting vanishing theorem. 
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1.18. Theorem. Let X be a normal irreducible projective variety of prime 
characteristic. Let D be an ample divisor and let C = O(nD), where n is 
any integer (positive, negative or zero). Then there exists a finite surjective f 

cover Y —> X such that the maps 

(1.18.1) Hi(X,C)^Hi(Y,f*C) 

are zero for all 0 < i < dim (X). 
This theorem was stated in a special case in [32]; see [74] for the general 

case. The proof will be easy to understand after we define the "section ring" 
of the pair (X, D), in lecture 3. Interestingly, this is one example where the 
characteristic p hypothesis is absolutely necessary: in characteristic zero, the 
maps H% (X, C)—>Hl(Y, f*C) are easily seen to be injective (the trace map 
induces a splitting!). 

1.19. Property Four: Relationship to integral closure. 

Property 4 is really three statements. First, the integral closure is con-
tained in the radical for any ideal I. Second, the tight closure is contained in 
the integral closure for any ideal I. Finally, the integral closure of I'1 (where 
// is the least number of generators of I ) is contained in the tight closure I*. 

1.19.1. Recall the standard definition of integral closure. An element z 
is in the integral closure of the ideal I if there exists a polynomial relation 

zn +a1zn'1 + . . . + o„ = 0 

where each coefficient a, is in I1. From this definition, it is obvious that 
I C radl. Indeed, for z G I, the polynomial above shows that zn G I. For 
general facts about the integral closures of ideals, see the papers of Lipman 
listed in the bibliography [50, 51, 52]. 

1.19.2. The point in the remaining two statements is the following alter-
native definition of the integral closure J of an ideal J in a domain R: an 
element z G J if and only if there exists a non-zero c in R such that czn G Jn 

for all (equivalently, for infinitely many) n > 0 . This can easily be proved 
equivalent to the standard definition above by recalling another character-
ization of integral closure: J = 7T*(JOX) where X is any normal scheme 
mapping properly and birationally to Spec R for which JOx is invertible 
(e.g. X could be the normalized blowup of J.) 
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Now, with this definition of the integral closure, it is immediately clear 
that the tight closure of any ideal is contained in the integral closure. Indeed, 
since the pe — th power of the generators of I are contained in the pe — th 
power of I , we have 

,:z"' € C I"' 

for all e. So any z in I* is in I . Note also that I* = I for all principal ideals 
I . 

For the second statement, suppose that z G i X This means that there ex-
ists a non-zero c such that for all n, czn £ I1*11- If j / i , . . . , y^ generate I , then 
111,71 is generated by monomials of degree fin in the But if yf1 y f 2 . . . y^T 
is such a monomial, at least one a* must be greater than or equal to n. So 

c / e r c f e f , . . . , ! / " ) 

for all n. In particular, this holds for n = pe, for all e, and we conclude that 
z € I*. The proof that /> C I* is complete. 

1.20. The statement that C I* is sometimes called the Briangon-
Skoda Theorem. The original Briangon-Skoda Theorem stated that for any 
ideal I in a ring of convergent complex power series, the integral closure 
of the /i-th power of I is contained in I , where fi is the minimal number 
of generators of I [5]. This statement was later generalized by Lipman 
and Sathaye to more general regular local rings and then by Lipman and 
Tessier to the so-called 'pseudo-rational' local rings (for a ring essentially of 
finite type over a field of characteristic zero, pseudo-rational is equivalent 
to rational singularities) [54], [55]. Generalizations of the Briangon-Skoda 
theorem were later proved by Lipman [53] using the notion of a "multiplier 
ideal" (which Lipman calls the "adjoint ideal") Recently, Ein and Lazarsfeld 
found a simple multiplier ideal proof of the Briangon-Skoda theorem for 
local rings of smooth algebraic varieties of characteristic zero [49]. Tight 
closure gives an extremely simple proof of the Briangon-Skoda theorem for 
any regular ring containing a field: C I* C I, where the first inclusion 
follows from Property 4 and the second by Property 1. But better still, tight 
closure explains what happens in a non-regular ring as well. 

The original motivating problem for the Briangon-Skoda theorem is said 
to be due to J. Mather: if / is a germ of an analytic function vanishing at 
the origin in C™, find a uniform k (depending only on n) such that fk is 
in the ideal generated by the partial derivatives of / . The Briangon-Skoda 
theorem tells us that we can take k = n. Indeed, it is easy to check that 
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f € Jf = . . . , So fn € Jf1 C Jf C J. It is remarkable how easy 
the tight closure proof is for this problem that once seemed very difficult. 

1.21. Before moving on to Property 5, we consider one more comparison 
of tight and integral closure. Let I be an ro-primary ideal in a local domain 
of dimension d. Recall the Hilbert-Samuel function defined by 

HS(n) = length R / I n . 

This function is eventually a polynomial in n, and its normalized leading 
coefficient 

dI 
lim -jHSin) 

n-^oc na 

is called the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of I . Analogously, when R is of 
characteristic p, we can define the Hilbert-Kunz function 

HK(e) = length R / I ^ l 

This function has polynomial growth in p e , and its leading coefficient 

lim -l—HK(e) n—>oo (pe)d v ; 

is called the Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity of I . 
As is well known, the integral closure of I is the largest ideal containing 

I having the same Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity (assuming the completion 
of R is equidimensional). What is also fairly straightforward to prove is 
that the tight closure of I is the largest ideal containing I having the same 
Hilbert-Kunz multiplicity (assuming the completion of R is reduced and 
equidimensional) [30]. In this sense, tight closure is a natural analog of 
integral closure. 

Hilbert-Kunz functions are interesting and mysterious, with important 
connections to tight closure theory and surprising interactions with number 
theory. Much has been proved about them by Paul Monsky, among others; 
see, for example, [64] and the bibliography of [39] for more references on this 
topic. 

1.22. Property Five: Persistence of tight closure. 

The persistence property states: whenever R —> S is a map of rings 
containing a field, 1*5 C (IS)*. In other words, any element in the tight 
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closure of an ideal I of R will "persist" in being in the tight closure of I after 
expansion to any R algebra. 

Before discussing the precise hypothesis necessary, let us consider what 
is involved in proving such a statement. Suppose z € I* where I is an ideal 
in a domain R. Thus there exists a non-zero c such that 

cz\pe] G jbe] 

for all large e. Expanding to 5 , of course, the same relationship holds in S 
(using the same letters to denote the images of c, z, and I in S). This would 
seem to say that the image of z is in (15)*, which is what we need to show. 
The problem is that c may be in the kernel of the map R — S . Thus we 
need to find a c that "witnesses" z € I* but is not in this kernel. 

Unlike the first four properties, Property 5 does not follow immediately 
from the definition. The new idea we need is the idea of a test element. 

1.23. Definition. An element c in a prime characteristic ring R is said to 
be in the test ideal of R if, for all ideals I and all elements z € I*, we have 
czpB € I^ for all e. An element c is a test element if it is in the test ideal 
but not in any minimal prime of R. The test ideal of R is denoted by T(R) 
or simply by r when R is clear from the context. 

Note that the definition of the test ideal requires that czpB € I ^ for all 
e, not just for all sufficiently large e. We could also define the asymptotic test 
ideal as above but require only that czpC € I ^ for e > 0 . An interesting fact 
is that the asymptotic test ideal is a D-module—that is, it is a submodule of 
the module R under the action of the ring of all Z-linear differential operators 
on R. See [71]. 

It is not at all obvious that there exists a non-zero test ideal for a ring 
R. Fortunately, however, it is not very difficult to prove the following. 

1.24. Theorem. [31] Let R be a ring of prime characteristic, and assume 
that the Frobenius map on R is finite. If c is an element of R such that the 
localization Rc is regular, then c has a power which is a test element. That 
is, the test ideal contains an ideal defining the non-regular locus of Spec R. 

The Frobenius map is always finite, for example, when R is a local ring 
of an algebraic variety over a perfect field, or when R is a coordinate ring 
of an affine or projective variety over a perfect field. So the theorem guar-
antees that test elements exist quite generally. In a later paper, Hochster 
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and Huneke prove this without the assumption that the Frobenius map is 
finite, imposing the weaker and more technical hypothesis of being finitely 
generated over an excellent local ring. Although the theorem stated above 
for rings in which Frobenius is finite is quite easy to prove, the proof in the 
more general setting is difficult and technical; see [33]. 

Note that in any ring i?, the element 1 is a test element if and only if 
all ideals are tightly closed, that is, if and only if R is weakly F-regular. It 
is natural to expect that the test ideal behaves well under localization, that 
is, that 

riRp-1}) = (r(R))[U-1} 

for any multiplicative system U in R. In this case, it would follow that 
the test ideal puts a natural scheme structure on the locus of non-F-regular 
points. That is, 

1.25. Conjecture. The test ideal defines precisely the non-F-regular locus 
in Spec R. 

The conjecture is proved in some cases, such as for (excellent local) 
Gorenstein rings [33], [79], for Q-Gorenstein rings [3], [77] and for rings 
N-graded over a field [56]. 

Having introduced the idea of a test element, let us sketch the proof of 
persistence, at least in the case in which we are primarily interested. Let 
R and S be coordinate rings (or local rings) of irreducible affine algebraic 

varieties, and consider a map R S. 
As we remarked above, persistence is trivially true when </> is injective, so 

factoring </> as a surjection followed by an injection, we might as well assume 
(f) is surjective. Now factor </> as a sequence of surjections 

R R/Pi R/P-i R/(kercf>) = S, 

where Pi C P2 C . . . C (ker cf) is a saturated chain of prime ideals contained 
in the kernel of <f>. By considering each map separately, we see that we might 
as well assume that the kernel of the map R S has height one. 

Now if R is normal, then the non-regular locus of R is defined by an ideal 
J of height two or more. But as we mentioned above, this means that the 
test ideal has height two or more, 4 so we can find a c which is a test element 

4For general R, this is the step that requires some mild hypothesis on R, such as finite 
generation over an excellent local ring, so that R satifies the conclusion of Hochster and 
Huneke's theorem about test elements above. 
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but not in the kernel of </>. The proof is complete in the case R is normal. 
Finally, it is not difficult to reduce the problem to the case where R is 

normal, using Property 2. The point is that the normalization R of R maps 
to an integral extension S of 5 , namely the domain S obtained by killing 

a prime of R lying over the kernel of <f>. The map R S restricts to the 
map 5 . Now i£ z € I* in R, then z e (IR)*, and so <j>{z) e (IS)* 
because we know persistence holds when the source ring is normal. By 
Property 2 (or really, by the same proof used to prove Property 2), we see 
that cf)(z) € (IS)* fl S C (IS)*. This completes the proof of persistence. 

1.25.1 We have completed the proofs and discussion of the five main 
properties of tight closure. It is natural to ask whether the five main prop-
erties characterize tight closure. They do not, or at least, not obviously. For 
example, in characteristic p, the 'plus closure' IR+ fl R satisfies Properties 
1,2, 3, and 5, and in all cases where it can be checked, it satisfies Property 
4 as well. On the other hand, since we expect I* = IR+ fi R, this is perhaps 
not very convincing. 

A more interesting question is whether we can define a closure opera-
tion for rings that do not contain a field (that is, in 'mixed characteristic') 
which satisfies Properties 1 through 5. If so, many theorems that can now 
be proved only for rings containing a field, such as the homological conjec-
tures that grew out of Serre's work on multiplicities, would suddenly admit 
"tight closure" proofs. The only serious attempts at defining such a closure 
operation in mixed characteristic are due to Mel Hochster, but so far none 
have proved successful; see, for example, [26]. 

I hope it is clear from part one that the main ideas in tight closure 
theory are remarkably simple and elegant, and also that they have have far-
reaching consequences. In the remaining lectures, we will look more closely 
at applications of tight closure to algebraic geometry. 
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LECTURE 2: TIGHT CLOSURE AND SINGULARITIES 

An interesting truth that is emerging from tight closure theory is that 
many singularities of complex algebraic varieties have "Frobenius character-
izations." To start, note that smoothness has a Frobenius characterization: 
a variety X is smooth over a perfect field of prime characteristic if and only 

F 
if the Frobenius map X —> X induces a vector bundle structure on X , that 
is, if and only if the direct image F*Ox is a locally free sheaf of Ox-modules 
[48]. 

Our purpose in this lecture is to explain how the property that all (or cer-
tain) ideals are tightly closed characterizes certain singularities of a complex 
algebraic variety. For example, both rational and log terminal singulari-
ties can be characterized along these lines. To understand the meaning of 
this statement, one should realize that a complex algebraic variety can be 
modeled by a family of algebraic varieties over fields of various varying pos-
itive characteristics. We first digress to review this process of "reduction to 
characteristic p." 

2.1. Reduction to characteristic p. 

Reduction to characteristic p is easiest to understand by example. Say 
we want to study, for example, the plane cubic curve in P2 defined by the 
equation x3 + y3 + z3 = 0. We instead consider the "fibration" 

Proj „ —y Spec Z . 
(x6 + y6 + z6) 

The fiber over a closed point (p) G Spec Z is the characteristic p scheme 

Proj %/(p)[x,y,z] 
(x3 + y3 + z3)' 

whereas the fiber over the generic point (0) G Spec Z is the characteristic 
zero scheme 

Proj Q f o ^ ' * ] 
(x3 + y3 + z3)' 

For the sorts of geometric questions we are interested in here (which are 
ultimately cohomological), this scheme over Q is as good as our original va-
riety (of course this would not be the case if we were interested in arithmetic 
properties of the cubic curve!). For many problems, the following philoso-
phy holds: what is true for the generic fiber is true for a Zariski dense set 
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of closed fibers, and conversely. For example, one might be interested in 
showing that the certain cohomology modules associated to the cubic curve 
over C vanish. Since the cohomology over C is obtained from the cohomol-
ogy over Q by tensoring with C, the cohomology over C vanishes if and only 
if the cohomology over Q does, and this happens if and only if the corre-
sponding cohomologies vanish over Z / p Z for all but finitely many p. So in 

order to study the scheme Proj ——.—^r- t - , we consider the scheme Proj 
(.x6 + yA + z*) 

tor a generic p. 
(.x3 + y3 + z3) 

The philosophy holds for any scheme of finite type over a field of charac-
teristic zero; it does not matter whether the scheme is defined over Z or not. 
For example, to study the cubic plane curve given by irx3 + V'T7y'! + z3 = 0, 
we set A = Z[TT, \/l7] and consider the fibration 

P r o j y, A ^ g p e c A 

(TTX3 + \/l7y3 + z3) 

Again, we might as well study the prime characteristic scheme 

Proj - — //•' — W1 ieie fi is a generic maximal ideal in A. Each 
(nx3 + v 17 y3 + z3) 

A/FJ, is a finite field, so these closed fibers are all "characteristic p models", 
for varying p, of the original curve. 

More generally, let k be any field of characteristic zero and let X be of 
finite type over k. We can carry out the same procedure, building a ground 
ring A by adjoining to Z the coefficients for each of the finitely many defining 
equations defining each of the finitely many affine patches covering X . This 
gives rise to a fibration Xa —>• Spec A, which we call a family of models or 
descent data for X. We obtain the original scheme X by pulling back to k: 
X = XA xgpec A Spec k. This is essentially the fiber over the generic point 
(0) € Spec A for our family of modules (after extending the ground field if 
necessary). On the other hand, because A is a finitely generated Z-algebra, 
the fields A/fx are all finite of varying prime characteristics. Thus a generic 
(or typical) closed fiber can be thought of as a characteristic p model of X. 
We will prove theorems about X by establishing the same statement for a 
generic characteristic p model of X . 

The same technique works for a local scheme, say X = Spec R where 
R is a local ring of an algebraic variety at some point. We simply include 
in A the coefficients of the prime ideal at which we are localizing so as to 
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produce a prime ideal in the finitely generated ,4-algebra Ra at which we 
can localize. Likewise, one can include with the descent data any finite 
number of coherent Ox-modules defined on X or some additional structure, 
such as a resolution of singularities of X . The point is that such additional 
structures are ultimately defined by finitely many polynomials which have 
finitely many coefficients that one can throw into A. 5 

2.1.1. For example, say that X is a complex algebraic variety and Y —> X 
is a desingularization. Let A be the finitely generated subring of C generated 
by the coefficients of the defining equations for X , for Y , and for the map 
X —> Y. Then there is a proper birational map of schemes of finite type over 
A, YA —>• XA- For a typical fx € maxSpec A, the map 

YA Xspec A s P e c A/FI, ^ XA xSpec A Spec A/N 

is a proper birational map of schemes over the finite field A/fx. Also, since 
YA —> Spec A is smooth over the generic point of Spec A (the Jacobian 
critierion doesn't notice whether we work over C or over the subfield of C 
generated by A), it must be smooth over a dense open subset of closed points 
in Spec A. Thus the map above is actually a resolution of singularities for 
the "generic characteristic p model" of X . 

2.2. F-regularity and F-rationality in characteristic zero. 

The idea of a family of models can be used to define concepts in char-
acteristic zero which seemingly only make sense in prime characteristic. For 
example, we can define F-regularity and F-rationality for finitely generated 
algebras over a field in this way. 

2.3. Definition. Let R be a finitely generated algebra over a field of char-
acteristic zero. Then R is said to have F-regular type if R admits a family 
of models A —> Ra in which a Zariski dense set of closed fibers is F-regular,6 

5Actually, the method of reduction to characteristic p can be applied to a much more 
general class of schemes. One reduces to the local case, then passes to the complete case. 
Using Artin approximation, one can then get back into in the case of a finitely generated 
algebra. This method has been very effectively developed by Hochster [28]. A nice non-
technical exposition with more references can be found in [41]; the technical details in the 
context of tight closure are explained carefully in [34], 

Alternatively, one may require that a Zariski dense open set of fibers is F-regular; this 
distinction is not important in these lectures, but see 2.24. 
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Similarly, we can define weakly F-regular type and F-rational type for 
any finitely generated algebra over a field of characteristic zero. In all cases, 
it can be shown that these definitions do not depend on the family of models. 

There is a subtlety in the meaning of F-regularity for algebras of char-
acteristic zero. As we have said in part one, the operation of tight closure 
itself can be defined for any ring containing a field, so it makes sense to 
define an algebra over a field of characteristic zero to be weakly F-regular 
if all ideals are tightly closed. This is a priori different from the condition 
of weakly F-regular type. If R is of weakly F-regular type, then all ideals 
are tightly closed in R. But as far as we know, it can happen that all ideals 
of R are tightly closed, but that modulo p, for each p, a "different" ideal 
(which doesn't come from characteristic zero) fails to be tightly closed. This 
seems unlikely, however, and we expect that the notions of F-regular and 
F-regular type are equivalent for algebras finitely generated over a field of 
characteristic zero. See [27], [78]. 

F-rational type and F-regular type turn out to be intimately connected 
with the singularities that come up in birational algebraic geometry. The 
following theorem is the first example of this phenomenon. 

2.4. Theorem [72], [18]. Let X be an affine algebraic variety. Then X 
has rational singularities if and only if its coordinate ring Ox has F-rational 
type. This can be stated locally: a point x € X is a rational singularity if 
and only if Ox,x has F-rational type. 

Recall that a variety X has rational singularities if and only if it is normal 
and admits a desingularization X X such that = 0 for i > 0. 
For affine X , this latter condition means simply that Hl(X, O^-) = 0 for all 
i > 0. This definition is independent of the choice of resolution. 

It seems quite surprising that the operation of tight closure, arising in 
commutative algebra for purposes completely unrelated to resolution of sin-
gularities, should wind up characterizing a fundamental property in bira-
tional geometry. Yet the connection between tight closure and singularities 
goes even deeper: tight closure also characterizes log terminal singularities 
and even certain kinds of multiplier ideals. Before explaining, we need to 
recall the definitions of log terminal and multiplier ideals. 

2.5. Log terminal singularities and the multiplier ideal. 

Log terminal singularities are defined via a comparison of the canonical 
divisor on a singular variety to the canonical divisor on a desingularization. 
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To define log terminal singularities, one must first make sense of the canonical 
divisor, and its pullback to a desingularization, in the singular case. 

2.5.1. There is a good notion of the canonical divisor (class) on any 
normal algebraic variety X . One simply takes the closure, in X , of a canon-
ical divisor on the smooth locus of X . This gives rise to a well-defined Weil 
divisor (class) on X , which we denote by K \ . Some caution is in order: 
because X is not smooth, the divisor K\ is not necessarily defined locally 
by a single equation, that is, it need not be Cartier. In other words, K\ 
need not be the divisor of a line bundle on X . In particular, it is unclear 
what is meant by the "pull-back" of K\. 

To make sense of the pull-back of K\ under a birational map 7r, we must 
assume that some multiple of K \ is locally defined by a single polynomial. 
Now the pullback of KX can be defined as a Q-divisor: TV*KX •= ^IV*(RKX), 

where r K x is Cartier. A variety for which some integer multiple of K\ is 
Cartier is said to be Q-Gorenstein (the Gorenstein case being the case where 
K x itself is locally principal7). 

Now consider a desingularization X —^ X of X , where the exceptional 
divisor is a simple normal crossings divisor with components E\,..., En. 
There is a Q-linear equivalence of divisors 

n 

i=i 

for some unique rational numbers Oj. To understand this expression, suppose 
that r K x is locally principal, so that it makes sense to pull it back; then 
compare the pullback IT*(rKx) to rK%. The difference is some uniquely 
determined divisor supported on the exceptional set, hence of the form 
Y a = f ° r some integers mj. Dividing by r, we arrive at the above 
expression. The Q-divisor A = is called the discrepency divisor 
of the map X —> X. In practice, if one has an explicit resolution, the Oj's 
can be computed, for example, using the adjunction formula. In general, 
the Oj's can be any rational number, although if X is smooth, each Oj will 
be a positive integer. This leads us to the following restricted classes of 
singularities. 

2.6. Definition. The variety X has log terminal singularities if all a* > —1, 

7Strictly speaking, a Gorenstein variety is one which is both Cohen-Macaulay and whose 
canonical divisor is Cartier, 
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and has log canonical singularities if all a,i > — 1. 8 

One can also define log terminal and log canonical singularities for a pair 
(X, D) where D is a divisor on X . In these lectures, however, we treat only 
the case defined above, which amounts to taking D to be the zero divisor. 
The importance of log terminal and log canonical singularities are that these 
are expected to be the class of singularities needed to run the minimal model 
program for finding minimal and canonical "log models." 

The multiplier ideal sheaf of X is a sheaf of ideals in Ox which defines 
the closed subset of points in X that are not log terminal. 

2.7. Definition. The multiplier ideal of X is the ideal 

J = ir,Ojt(rA^)COX 

where r A j 1 is the "round-up" of Ax, the integral coefficient divisor obtained 
from ajEi by replacing each Oj by the least integer greater than or equal 
to Oj. 

Because all Ej are exceptional for 7r, one checks easily that 7r*0^-(rA"1) = 
7r*0^-(r—iV"1) where —N = a{E{ is the negative part of the discrep-
ancy divisor. Since 0^(r—N'1) c O^. it is clear that 7r*0^-(r—iV"1) c 

= Ox is an ideal sheaf in Ox-

Neither the definition of log terminal nor the definition of the multiplier 
ideal depends on the choice of resolution for X . To check this comes down to 
a local calculation comparing the situation for two resolutions, one obtained 
from the other by blowing up a smooth subvariety (see e.g. [47, Section 3]). 
For more information on multiplier ideals, see [11] or [49]. 

2.8. Exercise: Check that the above definition agrees with the definition of 
the multiplier ideal sheaf of the pair (X, 0), where 0 denotes the trivial divisor 
in the sense defined in Rob Lazarsfeld's lectures. (Interpret Lazarsfeld's 
definition in the singular case by taking the relative canonical module to be 
the Q-divisor K ± - it*Kx-) 

2.8.1. It is clear from the definition that the multiplier ideal sheaf is well-
behaved under localization. That is, J\JJ is the multiplier ideal sheaf of U, 
for any open subset U of X . Also, the stalk JX at a (not necessarily closed) 
point a; on X is the multiplier ideal sheaf of the local scheme Spec Ox>x-

8Similarly, terminal and canonical singularities are defined as a, > 0 and a, > 0 respec-
tively, but we will not need these concepts. 
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Since X is log terminal if and only if the discrepancies a* are all greater 
than —1, it is clear that the multiplier ideal defines exactly the locus of 
non-log terminal singularities of X. Furthermore, the "more negative" the 
coefficients of the discrepency, the "thicker" the scheme defined by J will 
be. This justifies the interpretation of the multiplier ideal sheaf as defining 
a natural scheme structure on the closed set of points in X that are not log 
terminal singularities. 

Both log terminal singularities and multiplier ideals have Frobenius char-
acterizations. 

2.9. Theorem. Let X be a normal affine Q-Gorenstein variety of char-
acteristic zero. Then X has log terminal singularities if and only if X has 
F-regular type.9 [18], [22] 

On the tight closure side, we have already remarked that the test ideal 
ought to define exactly the locus of non-F-regular points. Thus, the mul-
tiplier ideal and the test ideal define the same closed locus of X and it 
is natural to inquire whether they define the same subscheme. The next 
theorem deepens the relationship between F-regularity and log terminal sin-
gularities by guaranteeing that these scheme structures are indeed one and 
the same. 

2.10. Theorem. Let R be the coordinate ring of a normal Q-Gorenstein 
algebraic variety defined over a field of characteristic zero. Let J C R be 
the multiplier ideal of X. Then J is the test ideal for almost all "reductions 
mod p." More precisely, choosing a family of models A RA which includes 
coefficients for J C R, and setting J A = J FL RA, then the image of J A in 
RAJH is the test ideal for RAIH, for all maximal FI in a non-empty Zariski 
open subset of Spec A. [77], [20] 

Clearly the equivalence of F-regularity and log terminal singularities is 
no accident! 

2.11. Exercise: Let X be the affine cone over a smooth degree d hyper-
surface in P" . Resolving X by blowing up the vertex of the cone, compute 
that the multiplier ideal of X is rnd^n, where m is the maximal ideal of the 
vertex in the coordinate ring R of X. Thus the test ideal of R. at least 

9Recall that in the Q-Gorenstein case, the property that all ideals are tightly closed is 
known to pass to localizations, so one need not distinguish between weakly F-regular and 
F-regular rings. 
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in characteristic p > 0, is md n . (Interpret md n as the unit ideal when 
d < n.) 

2.12. The Proofs. We now discuss some of the ideas in the proofs of 
these theorems connecting tight closure and singularities. The key idea is 
the Frobenius action on local cohomology, so we take a look at this first. 

2.13. Local Cohomology. Let E C X be a closed subset of an irreducible 
algebraic variety. To each sheaf T of Ox-modules, we can associate a local 
cohomology module H ^ T ) of "cohomology with supports in These 
modules are the derived functors of the left exact functor Hg(—) which 
assigns to a sheaf T the set of all global sections of T whose support is 
contained in E . By definition, this means that H ^ i T ) can be computed by 
taking an injective (or flasque) resolution of T , applying the functor H ^ ( - ) 
to the resulting complex of sheaves, and then computing the cohomology 
of the resulting complex of abelian groups. The monograph [24] is a good 
general reference for basic facts about local cohomology. 

The case of interest to us is where X is affine, E = x is a closed point on 
X , and T is the structure sheaf O x - These modules are well-studied from 
the commutative algebra point of view, where it is traditional to denote them 
by Hlm(R)y with m being the maximal ideal of the point x and R being the 
coordinate ring of X (or the local ring of X at x — in either case the module 
Hlm(R) is the same). A good source of basic information about these local 
cohomology modules from the commutative algebra point of view is [7]. 

2.13.1. It is helpful to have a practical way to compute the local coho-
mology modules Hlm(R). Fix a system of parameters {x\,... ,xd} for the 
local ring R. These are a set of d = dim^ X elements whose common zero 
set is precisely x. We can calculate H^R) as the cohomology of the "Cech 
complex": 

(2.13.2) 0 >R > ^^ RXi > ^^ Rxhxi2 ^ • • • ^Rx\x2---xd 

where the maps are the familiar alternating sums of localization maps. In 
particular, the top local cohomology module H ^ R ) is the cokernel of the 
map 

d 

0 R R. >XlX2...Xd 

i=1 

(x2...xd)v'"' (xi...xd-iY 
n rd x\r\ — x\t2 + ... + (—l)d 1xtdrd 

(xi---xd)f' 
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To understand why local cohomology can be computed this way, at least 
for indices i > 1, recall that if E C X is a closed set in a scheme X and 
U C X is its complement, then for any Ox-module T, we have a long exact 
sequence (see [23, p.212]) 

So if X is affine (or local) and E corresponds to a closed point x, we see that 
Hlm{R) = f T _ 1 ( t / , O x ) for all i > 1. Now note that the above complex (for 
indices i > 1) agrees with the Cech complex (with index shift) for computing 
Hl{U, Ox) where U = Spec R — {TO} with respect to the open cover by the 
d affine sets Ui = X \ {xi = 0} = Spec RXi. 

2.13.3. This suggests a convenient notation for local cohomology classes. 
For example, elements of the top local cohomology module H^ (R) can be 
represented by fractions, 

z " Z ' 

•••Xd)t. -X 

where x is the product x\... The square brackets remind us of the 
equivalence relation on fractions coming from the image of 8. 

It is easy to check that if z is in the ideal (x\,... ,Xj), then = 0, by 
looking at the image of the map 8. Unfortunately, the converse is not true 
in general. However, we have the following useful observation. 

2.14. Lemma. 

1- If * = [ % ] = 0, thenz£(xt1,...,xtd)*. 

2. If R is Cohen-Macaulay, and if r] = [4-] = 0, then z G ( X^ J ... J X rj^ ' 

Proof. If r] = [Jj] = 0, then this means that for some integer s, we have 

' Z ' Xs z 
-X1- xt+s 

so the fraction is in the image of 8. This means that there is some s 
such that Xsz <E (x\+s,..., xf^s). 

The point now is to use colon capturing. We first work this out in the 
Cohen-Macaulay case. Write out a relation 

xsz = aix\+s + ... + 
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so that 
xi((x2 . -.xd)sz - aix\) G ( 4 + s , . . . , 4 + s ) . 

Assuming the X{ form a regular sequence on R, then so does xf, • • •, xd, 
so we can conclude that 

(x2... xd)sz - aix\ G . . . , 4 + s ) . 

This says that 

We now repeat using the element X2 instead: 

XS2[(X3 . ..xd)sz - a2x\] G {x\,xfs,... 

whence 
(x3 ... xd)sz - a2x\ G ( 4 , . . . , 

and 
(x3 ... xd)sz G {x\ 

Repeating this argument for each of .r.-j /•,/. we eventually conclude that 
-Y CZ (T"^ T*̂  T*̂  ^ 

When the are not a regular sequence, this argument would seem to 
fail miserably. However, the colon capturing property of tight closure allows 
us to carry out the same type of argument. Colon capturing allows one to 
do this sort of manipulation with parameters as if they formed a regular 
sequence, and then just conclude at the end that the calculated result is 
true "up to tight closure." In this case, since we have just computed that for 
a system of parameters in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, 

v^i ' ,/ ) • [X ) L̂  [X1,X2, • • • ,x d ) , 

colon capturing allows us to conclude that even when R is not Cohen-
Macaulay, 

s+t . r ( t t t\* ',/ ) • \x ) • • •, xd) . 

To see how this statement follows from the basic form of colon capturing 
proved in Lecture 1, let us go back and see how the argument above needs 
to be corrected when R is not Cohen-Macaulay. We begin with an element 
z G . . . ,xsd+t) : (xs) and, as above, we conclude that 

xi((x2 • ..xd)"z - alX\) G ( 4 + s , . . . ,xtd+s). 
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The basic form of colon capturing now tells us that 

(X2 • • • xd)sz - aix\ G (4+s, • • •, 

from which point it is not hard to see that 

(x2 • • -xd)sz € (x\,xQ~s,... ,xt(^s)*. 

Now we repeat this argument with X2 in the role of x i , but there is a 
slight twist due to the fact that we have a tight closure involved now. We 
have equations 

c((x2 - - - xtfzf = alXf + a2X { t s ) p e +••• + , 

so that 

4s[c(x,...xdYz-(a2Xt2r] e (xf ,4t+s)pe,...,4+s)pe) 
for all large e. Again, using colon capturing, we see that 

c(xs...xdYz-(a2Xt2r G (xf Jts)p\...Jtt)peT 

for all large e, from which point it is not hard to see that 

(®3 • • • xd)S z £ + \ - • • } x d + 

We now repeat this argument for each of the elements x$,...,xd until even-
tually we see that 

z € (x\,..., Xrf)*. 

The Lemma is proved. • 

2.15. The Frobenius action on local cohomology. 
F 

The Frobenius action X —> X induces a natural action on local coho-
mology modules. This action 

HUB) Hl(R) 

is easy to understand. Indeed, Frobenius acts in a natural way on each mod-
ule RXi ...xir in the Cech complex defining the local cohomology modules; it 
simply raises fractions to their p — th powers. This action obviously com-
mutes with the boundary maps, so that it induces a natural action on the 
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local cohomology modules. In particular, the Frobenius action on H ^ ( R ) is 
given by 

Using this, it makes sense to define tight closure for submodules of H^ (R) 
by mimicking the definition for ideals. For example, we can define the tight 
closure of the zero submodule in H!^(R): 

0 * = {r] (E H^(R) there exists c ^ O with crfe = 0 for all e > 0}. 

The tight closure of zero in H i ( R ) is an important gadget, and plays a 
role in many of the tight closure applications to algebraic geometry. 

2.16. Proposition. Let (R,m) be a normal local ring. Then the tight 
closure of zero in H^R) is the unique maximal proper submodule of H^ (R) 
stable under the Frobenius action on H^R). [72] 

Sketch of Proof. It is not hard to see that 0* is stable under Frobenius. 
Indeed, if rj € 0*, it follows immediately from the definition that also rf is 
in 0*. 

To check that every proper submodule of H^ (R) stable under Frobenius 
is contained in 0*, we first make the following claim: a submodule of H^ (R) 
is proper if and only if it has a non-zero annihilator. Granting this claim for 
the moment, suppose that r] is contained in a proper submodule of H^ (R) 
stable under Frobenius. Since this submodule has a non-zero annihilator, 

2 

there is some non-zero c C R that kills rj, rj, rf , — This shows that rj € 0*, 
as needed. 

To understand the proof of the claim, we remark any inclusion M C 
H!^(R) is dual to a surjection LOR —> M ' , where LOR is the canonical module 
of R (corresponding to a Weil divisor K,\ on Spec R as discussed in 2.5.1). 
Because the module LOR is torsion free, neither it nor its dual H ^ R ) can be 
killed by any non-zero element. On the other hand, because LOR is of rank 
one, every proper quotient is torsion. Thus M' and its dual M both have 
non-zero annihilators. This essentially completes the proof. The catch is 
that we have not explained what kind of "dual" we are talking about. If 
R is the local ring of an algebraic variety, we can take the dual of Minear 
functions on LOR that are continuous in the ro-adic topology. More generally, 
we take the dual into the injective hull of the residue field of i?, a standard 
procedure in commutative algebra called "Matlis duality;" see [7]. In either 
case, what actually results is the canonical module over the completion of R 
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at M (not LOR) , but the argument outlined above gives an idea how the proof 
goes through in this ease. For a technically complete proof of this result, see 
[72]. • 

Using the technique of colon capturing in a similar way as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.14, one can prove the following nice characterization of the tight 
closure of zero in H ^ R ) . 

2.17. Exercise: Show that rj = is in ^ if and only if z G 
(x\,..., xf'd)*. 

We have now essentially proved the following characterization of F-rationality. 

2.18. Theorem. Let (R,m) be a normal Cohen-Macaulay local domain of 
prime characteristic p. Then R is F-rational if and only if H^R) has no 
non-trivial proper submodules stable under the action of Frobenius. [72] 

Sketch of Proof. Since 0* is the maximal proper Frobenius stable submodule 
of H^R), it suffices to show that R is F-rational if and only if 0* = 0 in 
Hm(R). 

If R is not F-rational, we can find a parameter ideal ( ® i , . . . , x d ) that is 
not tightly closed. Take any z G ( ® i , . . . ,Xd)* \ ( ® i , . . . ,Xd), and consider 
the element rj = [|] in H!^(R). By the previous exercise, rj G 0*, but by 
Lemma 2.14, rj is non-zero. Conversely, suppose that R is F-rational. Take 
any rj = [Jj] GO*. By the preceding exercise, z G {x\,... because 
R is F-rational, z G {x\,..., xd). Thus rj = 0 and the proof is complete. • 

We are now in a position to sketch the proof of the equivalence of ratio-
nal singularities with F-rational type. Of course, the first step is to choose 
a family of models for X . This family of models should include the data of 
a desingularization of X as discussed in 2.1.1. We then consider a general 
(characteristic p) fiber of the family of models, and examine the situation 
there. In this way, the following discussion will appear to freely mix ideas 
in characteristic zero (such as a desingularization) and ideas in prime char-
acteristic (the Frobenius). Novices will benefit from working out the details 
of reduction to characteristic p carefully for themselves, at least once. 

2.18.1. We first recall some alternate characterizations of rational singu-
larities. Let X be a normal Cohen-Macaulay scheme over a field of charac-
teristic zero and let X —^ X be a resolution of singularities for X . There 
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is a natural inclusion 7r»W£ C w j . The variety X has rational singularities 
if and only if inclusion is an isomorphism [46, p.79]. 

This characterization has a dual formulation in terms of local cohomol-
ogy. First, replace X by the local scheme of the point x at which we wish to 
test for rational singularities, so that X = Spec R where R is the local ring 
at the point x. Then a; is a rational singularity if and only if it is normal, 
Cohen-Macaulay, and the natural surjective map H ^ R ) H ^ ( O ^ ) is an 
injection where E is the fiber of 7r over the closed point { M } G Spec R. Here, 
the map 8 is the dual of the inclusion Tr*u>x C ux- It can also be understood 
as an edge map in the Leray spectral sequence Hm{Rp 

2.18.2. The point in the equivalence of rational singularities and F-
rationality is that the kernel of 8 is equal to the tight closure of zero in 
H!^(R). This fact follows from the results of [72] combined with the deeper 
results of [18] or [63], as we'll outline below. Once this fact is established, 
the equivalence is immediate, since R has rational singularities if and only 
if ker 8 is zero, while Theorem 2.18 asserts that R is F-rational if and only 
if 0* is zero. 

One direction, at least, is relatively easy to see. The Frobenius map com-
mutes with the map H ^ R ) That is, there is a commutative 
diagram 

HI(R) A H'IOJT) 

F 4. F 4. 

HI(R) A H*E{OX) 

This being said, it follows from a simple diagram chase that ker 8 is stable 
under the Frobenius action on H^ (R). Thus ker 8 C 0*, since 0* is the 
maximal proper Frobenius stable submodule of HDM(R). 

To prove the reverse inclusion: say that rj € H^(R) is contained in a 
proper submodule stable under the action of Frobenius. Then the elements 

2 

r j , r f , r f , . . . , are all killed by some fixed non-zero element c. The image of 
rj under 8 has the same property. Like H^(R), the module H^iO^-) is not 
killed by any element of R. Thus the image of rj under 8 and its Frobenius 
iterates (8(rjp ) = [c>(»?)]p for all e) generate a proper submodule 
But one can show that has no proper non-trivial submodules stable 
under the action of Frobenius (this is the hard part—it can be done using 
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the Cartier isomorphism for X ; see [63]). So it must be that rj is in the 
kernel of 5. This shows that 0* C ker 5 C H^(R). 

We have now outlined the proof of the equivalence of F-rationality and 
rational singularities. The way we've framed it makes it easy to deduce 
Theorems 2.9 and 2.10. This uses a standard method for dealing with Q-
Gorenstein varieties: we reduce to the Gorenstein case by considering the 
"canonical cover." 

2.19. The canonical cover. Let X be a normal Q-Gorenstein variety. 
Replace X by the local scheme of X at the point x at which we're interested. 
Some multiple of the Weil divisor K\ is locally principal, say r is the smallest 
such positive integer with rK\ Cartier. Because we are in a local setting, 
we can fix an isomorphism Ox(rKx) — Ox- Using this isomorphism, we 
can define an Ox-algebra structure on the module Oy = Ox © Ox(Kx) © 
Ox(2Kx)®... Ox((r — l)Kx)- The multiplication is defined by the obvious 
multiplication of sections, except that we identify a section of Ox(rKx) with 
a regular function in O x via the fixed isomorphism above. Set Y = Spec Oy • 
The natural map Y —> X is called the canonical cover of X . The canonical 
cover is obviously a finite map, and it is easy to check that it is etale over 
the locus where K \ is principal (at least when the characteristic p does not 
divide the index r). 

The equivalence of F-regularity (in the Q-Gorenstein case) with log ter-
minal singularities follows immediately from Theorem 2.4, after observing 
the following two facts: 

1. (Kawamata) Y has rational singularities if and only if X has log ter-
minal singularities. [43, 1.7] 

2. (K.-i. Watanabe) Y has F-rational type if and only if X has F-regular 
type. [22] 

In a similar vein, Theorem 2.10 on the equivalence of the multiplier ideal 
and the test ideal reduces to the case where K\ is locally trivial. Indeed, 
refining the above results, we have 

1. The multiplier ideal of Y contracts to the multiplier ideal of X , that 
is, JX = JY H OX- Geometrically, this says that the image of the 
"multiplier scheme" in Y under the canonical cover map is precisely 
the multiplier scheme of X . [77] 
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2. The test ideal of Y contracts to the test ideal of X , that is, T(OX) = 
r(0Y)n0x. [77], [20] 

From this vantage point, the outline of the proof of Theorem 2.10 is not 
difficult. First, we can reduce to the local case, and then using the above 
two results, we reduce to the case where LOR = R. Now, in this case, the test 
ideal for R turns out to be the annihilator of 0* [30, 8.23], [70]. And using 
local duality, one shows that the multiplier ideal is the annihilator of ker 5. 
But because we have just shown that ker 8 = 0* in their annihilators 
must be equal, and so the proof is complete. 

2.20. Frobenius characterization of log canonical singularities. 

The first proof that F-regular type Q-Gorenstein singularities are log 
terminal is due to Kei-ichi Watanabe and uses a different argument [82]. 
This different argument also produces the following nice result. 

2.21. Theorem. Let X be a normal Q-Gorenstein variety over a field of 
characteristic zero. If X is of locally F-split type, then X has log canonical 
singularities. [82], [22], 

A scheme of prime characteristic is locally F-split if the Frobenius map 
O x —> F*Ox splits on each stalk. F-split type can be defined for schemes 
of finite type over a field of characteristic zero in the same way we defined 
F-regular type; see 2.3. We will treat F-splitting in detail in Lecture 4. In 
particular, we will see that F-splitting has an ideal theoretic characteriza-
tion that is closely related to the property that all ideals are tightly closed; 
see 4.10. 

A very interesting open problem that seems to have deep connections 
with the arithmetic side of the subject is the converse to Theorem 2.21. 

2.22. Open Problem. If X has log canonical singularities, does X have 
F-split type? 

2.23. Example. Let X be the cone over an elliptic curve E in P2 over 
a perfect field of characteristic p. Then X is locally F-split if and only 
if E is ordinary, i.e. not supersingular, meaning that the Frobenius map 
H1{E,OE) H1{E,F,OE) is non-zero. 

It follows that the cone over every non-singular elliptic curve over Q is 
F-split type, because there are always infinitely many ordinary primes. It is 
also easy to verify that this cone has log canonical singularities. If we knew 
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that F-split type were equivalent to log canonical singularities, we would 
be able to deduce that there are infinitely many ordinary primes for higher 
dimensional abelian varieties and other varieties where the canonical bundle 
is trivial. 

On the other hand, for an elliptic curve, there are also always infinitely 
many supersingular primes [13], so this example shows that F-splitting is 
not an open condition in families of models. Interestingly, in every known 
example, the properties of F-regularity and F-rationality are better behaved: 
these seem to be open conditions in families of models. However, the follow-
ing question is open: 

2.24. Open Problem. If XA —> Spec A is a finite type morphism over an 
affine base of finite type over Z , then is the set of points in maxSpec A over 
which the fiber is F-regular (or F-rational) Zariski open? 
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LECTURE 3: APPLICATION OF TIGHT CLOSURE TO ADJOINT 
LINEAR SERIES 

Tight closure can be used to prove effective results on global generation 
of adjoint linear series. The purpose of this lecture is to outline the main 
ideas in this application. 

Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension d, and let C be an 
ample invertible sheaf on X . Consider the adjoint line bundles u j ® £ n , for 
n > 0. Because C is ample, we know that for large n, this adjoint bundle is 
globally generated. An area of considerable recent research has been finding 
uniform versions of this statement (in which n depends only on invariants 
of X and not on £ ) . For example, Fujita's freeness conjecture predicts the 
following effective version of this statement. 

3.1. Fujita's Freeness Conjecture. With X and C as above, the sheaf 
UJ <S> Cd+l is globally generated. [17] 

There has been considerable progress on this conjecture in characteristic 
zero: It is now known in characteristic zero in dimension up to five [69], [12], 
[44]. Also, that a uniform n exists depending only on dim X that works for 
all C was first proved by Demailly [9], with a later dramatic improvement 
in the bound on n by Angehrn and Siu [4]. Demailly's application of L2 

techniques to a problem of finding a uniform bound in algebraic geometry 
inspired a tight closure look at the problem. There has since been substantial 
progress in our understanding of these types of results using these and related 
techniques; see for example, the exposition of Demailly [10]. 

In prime characteristic, the only progress towards Fujita's freeness con-
jecture of which I am aware is given by tight closure. 

3.2. Theorem. If X is an F-rational (e.g. smooth) projective variety of 
dimension d over a perfect field of prime characteristic and if C is a globally 
generated ample line bundle on X, then is globally generated. [73] 

An immediate consequence of this theorem is a characteristic zero state-
ment in which the word 'F-rational' is replaced by 'F-rational type.' This 
follows easily by reduction to characteristic p (and is worked out carefully 
in [73]). On the other hand, the characteristic zero version of Theorem 3.2 
can also be proved using the Kodaira Vanishing theorem, so it is the char-
acteristic p statement that is of primary interest. 
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There are two directions in which this result can be improved. First, one 
can improve the bound, showing that u x <S> Cd is globally generated under 
the additional assumption that h° (£ ) exceeds d [76]. On the other hand, one 
can also prove that even if X is not F-rational everywhere, u j <S> Cd is still 
globally generated on the F-rational locus of X . Rather than trying to prove 
the most general statement possible, let us just outline the main techniques 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2 above. This will give a good overview of some of 
the methods that can be used in applying tight closure to algebro-geometric 
questions. Again, the Frobenius action on local cohomology will play a key 
role. 

3.3. The cone over a polarized projective variety. 

We outline a general approach for studying a pair (X, C) consisting of an 
irreducible projective variety together with a choice of an ample line bundle 
on X . We build the section ring 

5 = © „ > 0 f f ° ( X , £ n ) , 

which is a finitely generated N-graded domain whose associated projective 
scheme recovers X . If C is actually very ample and projectively normal, S 
will be the homogeneous coordinate ring for the embedding of X given by 
the complete linear system of £ . In general, S is normal whenever X is. 

The affine variety Spec S can be called the cone over X with respect to 
C. Because the dimension of X is d. the dimension of this cone is d + 1. 
If X is smooth, then this cone has (at worst) an isolated singularity at its 
"vertex;" of course the maximal ideal of S corresponding to the vertex is the 
unique homogeneous maximal ideal TO of 5 . 

Global properties of X can often be detected in the singularities at the 
vertex of the cone. For one example, a smooth projective variety X is Fano 
if and only if such a cone over X has rational Gorenstein singularities [78]. 
We will see other examples of this phenomenon in Lecture 4. 

Every finitely generated graded S module uniquely determines a coherent 
sheaf on X . In particular, the invertible sheaf Cn corresponds to the graded 
S-module S(n), the 5-module S with degrees shifted by n. Furthermore, ev-
ery coherent sheaf on X arises in this way. The graded S module correspond-
ing to T is essentially unique and may be constructed as ffinegi?°(X, T%Ln s) . 
(This module is essentially unique in the sense that any other graded module 
determining T will agree with this one in all sufficiently high degrees.) For 
a review of this point of view, see [23, II 5]. (Hartshorne assumes that S is 
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generated in degree one, but all he really uses for most of the discussion is 
that the sheaves determined by the S(n) are invertible— this can fail for an 
arbitrary graded ring, but it holds true for section rings.) 

Fujita's Freeness Conjecture is equivalent to the following more commu-
tative algebraic statement. 

3.4. Fujita's Freeness Conjecture in terms of local cohomology. 
Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension d, let C be an ample 
invertible sheaf on X, and let S denote the section ring of X with respect 
to C. Then u j <S> Cn is globally generated if and only if H^l(S) has the 
following property: there exists an integer N such that for all rj £E H^1 (S ) 
of degree less than N, rj has a non-zero S-multiple of degree — (d + 1). 

Proof. This is essentially a restatement of Fujita's freeness conjecture using 
Serre (or Matlis) duality. See [73]. • 

To prove Fujita's Conjecture, we will tackle this local cohomological con-
jecture. First we recall our notation for elements of the local cohomology 
module .ff^+^S), keeping in mind how the grading affects things. 

3Jhl. Let . . . , Xd be a system of parameters for S of degree one. 
Such a system of parameters exists by our assumption that C is globally 
generated (after enlarging the ground field if necessary). The local cohomol-
ogy module H ( S ) can be computed as the cokernel of the map of graded 
modules 

where x denotes the product XQXi... of the x^s. In particular, note that 
the local cohomology module is a graded module over the graded ring S. 
This is the last map in the Cech complex for computing the cohomology of 
the sheaf of Ox-algebras 0 n € Z O x ( £ n ) with respect to the affine cover of 
X given by the d + 1 open sets Ui where X{ does not vanish. More generally, 
the local cohomology modules H ^ S ) can be computed as the cohomology 
of this Cech complex, so that the n-th graded piece of Hlm(S) is identified 
with Ip-l{X,Cn), for all i > 1. 

We again represent elements of by fractions [Jr]. If the degree 
of rj is —n, we see that —n = degz — t(d + 1). Recall also that 
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V = [§(] 6 if and only if z € (x\,... , 4 ) * -

2. Any test element c kills 0*. 

Actually, we have not yet proved the second fact, but it is easy to prove 
using the same ideas that proved the first fact. 

S-4-2. Now the proof can be summarized in two main steps. First we 
show that if rj € H^1(S) does not have a multiple of degree —d — 1, then 
rj is in 0*. Next we show that 0* vanishes in all sufficiently small degrees. 
Obviously, upon completion of these two steps, the proof is complete. 

Step One: If rf € H^1(S) does not have a multiple of degree —d — 1, 
then rf is in 0*. 

The main point is colon capturing. Assume that an element if = [•§(} of 
degree — n has no non-zero multiple of degree —d — 1. This means that every 
element of S of degree n — d — 1 must kill rf. In particular, 

(xo,...,xd)n-d~1r} = 0. 

By Lemma 2.14, this means that 

(XQ, ..., XD)N d 1z € (XQ, ..., XJ)*, 

or in other words, 

z (E (XQ, . . . , XRF)* : (xo, • • •, XFI)N d 

Now we use colon capturing. We manipulate the parameters x q , x a 
formally as if they are the indeterminates of a polynomial ring, in which case 
the colon ideal (ignoring the *) can be computed to be 

(4, . . . , 4 ) + (xo, . . . , Xd)(d+m-l)-(n-d-l)+l _ 

Colon capturing says that the actual colon ideal is contained in the tight 
closure of this "formal" colon ideal, that is, 

(We carried out a similar computation in the proof of Lemma 2.14.) 
But note that the degree z is (d + l ) i — n (because rj = has degree 

—n = degz — (d + l ) i ) . Thus 
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A moment's thought reveals that this forces 

z € (XQ, ..., xd)*. 

Indeed, if 
G ( 4 , • • •, 4 ) [ 9 ] + [(xo, • • •, Xdf^+lf\ 

we see immediately that because the degree of c is fixed, the degrees of the 
generators of [(XQ, ..., ®d)d e g z + 1]M are much larger than the degree of czq, 
so that czq must in fact be in the ideal (XQ, . . . ' o r large q = pe. But 
by Fact (1) above, we then see that 

V = 

and the proof of step one is complete 

G 0* 

Step two: 0* vanishes in sufficiently small degrees. 

The point is to consider the test elements of S. Because X is smooth, the 
section ring S has an isolated singularity. This means that the defining ideal 
of the non-regular locus of S is ro-primary. As we mentioned in Lecture 1, 
this implies that the test ideal of S (the ideal of all elements that "witness" 
all tight closure relations) contains an ro-primary ideal. But according to 
Fact (2) above, the test ideal of S annihilates 0*, so that 0* is killed by an 
ro-primary ideal. This says that 0* has finite length, so of course, it must 
vanish eventually in all degrees sufficiently small. This completes the proof 
of step two, and thus the proof of Fujita's Freeness Conjecture for globally 
generated line bundles. 

3Jh3. Experts will notice that the argument above does not really re-
quire that X be smooth. We used smoothness only in Step 2, to conclude 
that 0* is of finite length. But 0* is of finite length more generally, and is 
in fact equivalent to the variety X being F-rational (or F-rational type in 
characteristic zero). Thus Fujita's Freeness Conjecture holds for any globally 
generated ample line bundle on a projective F-rational (type) variety. 

We should remark that Fujita's Freeness Conjecture for globally gener-
ated line bundles can also be proved, in characteristic zero, using the Ko-
daira vanishing theorem. As far as I know, however, tight closure provides 
the only proof in prime characteristic. Interestingly, the Frobenius action on 
local cohomology seems to act as a substitute for Kodaira Vanishing. There 
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is a good reason for this: it turns out that the Kodaira vanishing theorem is 
equivalent to a statement about the action of Frobenius on local cohomology 
modules. We will return to this in the final lecture. 
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LECTURE 4 : TIGHT CLOSURE AND KODAIRA VANISHING 

Recall the classical Kodaira Vanishing Theorem. 

4.1. Kodaira Vanishing. If X is a smooth projective variety of character-
istic zero, and £ is any ample invertible sheaf on X, then Hl (X, £ _ 1 ) = 0 
for all i < d i m X . 

Tight closure, and the Frobenius map in general, appears to have deep 
connections with vanishing theorems. For starters, although false in char-
acteristic p, the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem can be proved by reduction to 
characteristic p [8], [14]. Furthermore, Kodaira Vanishing is equivalent to a 
certain statement about tight closure, a fact that seems quite surprising at 
a first glance. This tight closure formulation of Kodaira Vanishing can be 
used to give a quick proof of Kodaira vanishing for surfaces, which is also 
valid in characteristic p for p exceeding a certain bound described in terms of 
invariants of the pair (X, £ ) . There are numerous vanishing theorems that 
hold in characteristic p under assumptions that roughly amount to saying 
that the affine cone over X with respect to £ has the property that all ideals 
are tightly closed (see [78]), and a host of related vanishing theorems (see, 
for example, the papers in the bibliography of Hara, Mehta, Ramanathan, 
and their coauthors.) 

In this lecture, we touch on these connections between tight closure and 
vanishing theorems. The discussion will focus around two main themes. 
First, we explore the notion of Frobenius splitting, its implications for van-
ishing, and its connections with tight closure. In the second part, we describe 
the tight closure interpretation of the Kodaira Vanishing theorem. Frobenius 
splitting is a powerful tool for proving vanishing theorems, in both character-
istic zero and characteristic p. But only certain "positively curved" varieties 
are Frobenius split. On the other hand, the Kodaira Vanishing, and its 
equivalent Frobenius characterization, holds for all smooth varieties over C. 

4.2. Frobenius splitting. 

The use of Frobenius splitting to establish vanishing of cohomology seems 
to have been first systematically exploited by Hochster and Roberts in their 
original proof of the Hochster-Roberts theorem on the Cohen-Macaulayness 
of rings of invariants [36, 37]. Techniques for using Frobenius splitting were 
later developed by Mehta and Ramanathan [60], whose point of view has 
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played a fundamental role in research of algebraic groups. Tight closure, 
which also traces its roots to Hochster and Robert's work on Frobenius 
splitting (or F-purity, as they called it), arose in the late eighties simultane-
ously with, but independently from the research conducted by this Indian 
school of algebraic groups. As we explain below, the techniques are very 
closely related. First we review Mehta and Ramanathan's point of view on 
Frobenius splitting. 

Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety over a perfect field of prime 
F 

characteristic p. Consider the Frobenius map X —> X and the correspond-
ing p-th power map O x —> F*Ox of sheaves of rings. 
4.3. Definition. The variety X is said to be Frobenius split if the map 
Ox ~~^ F*Ox splits as a map of Ox-modules. 

4-4- Example. The affine space X = Spec k[x i , . . . ,Xd] where k is the finite 
field of p elements is Frobenius split. Indeed, it is easy to see that a free 
basis for F*Ox over O x is given by the monomials x^ ...x%£ where each 
ij satisfies 0 < ij < p. More generally, any smooth algebraic variety over a 
perfect field is locally Frobenius split— in a small enough affine neighborhood 
of any smooth point on an algebraic variety, the Frobenius map splits. It 
is not hard to see why this should be true— after all, passing to formal 
power series at a smooth point gives us a formal power series ring in d 
indeterminates and the same monomials are a free basis for F*OX over OX-

For an example of an affine variety that is not Frobenius split, let X 
be the affine cone over a smooth hypersurface of degree d in projective n-
space. We will soon derive a necesary condition for Frobenius splitting that 
will show that if d > n, the hypersurface is not Frobenius split. Local 
Frobenius splitting is again some type of restricted class of singularities. As 
we mentioned in 2.20, local Frobenius splitting (for a generic characteristic 
p model) may be equivalent to log canonical singularities. 

Frobenius splitting globally, even for a smooth variety, is more subtle and 
more rare. For example, consider the situation for a smooth curve. If the 
genus is zero, the curve is Frobenius split, and if the genus is greater than 
one, the curve is not Frobenius split. For smooth curves of genus one, the 
curve is Frobenius split if and only if the curve is ordinary, that is, not super-
singular.10 The first step in understanding why this is so is the following 

10An elliptic curve X is supersingular if the Frobenius map on Hl(X, Ox) is not injec-
tive; see [23, p.332]. 
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characterization of Frobenius splitting for projective varieties. 

4.5. Theorem. A projective variety X is Frobenius split if and only if the 
affine cone over X with respect to some (equivalently, every) ample invertible 
sheaf is Frobenius split. [74, 9] [81] 

Thus P1 is Frobenius split because A2 is. A curve of genus two or more 
is not Frobenius split, as will follow from the Vanishing theorem 4.7 below. 
The genus one case will follow from Criterion 4.9 for Frobenius splitting. 

Many nice classes of smooth algebraic varieties are Frobenius split, in-
cluding Grassmannians, flag varieties and other homogeneous spaces [60]. 
As with F-regularity, we can define "Frobenius split type" for varieties of 
characteristic zero. It turns out that "sufficiently positive" varieties tend to 
be Frobenius split type. For example, smooth Fano varieties of characteristic 
zero are Frobenius split type [78]. 

4.6. Vanishing properties of Frobenius split varieties. 

Before deriving criteria for Frobenius splitting and explaining its connec-
tion with tight closure, let us explain its significance for vanishing. 

Let £ be an arbitrary invertible sheaf on a variety X of characteristic 
p. By the projection formula applied to the Frobenius map on X , we have 
F^Ox ®ox £ — F*F*L [23, p. 124]. Because the Frobenius map acts locally 
by raising sections to their p-th powers, it is easy to see that F*C = CP. If 
the Frobenius map 

OX F,OX 

splits, then there is a splitting after tensoring with £ . and hence a split 
inclusion 

£ F*Ox ® £ = FXp. 

This induces a split injection of cohomology 

W (X , £ ) HI(X,F,Cp) = Hi{X,CP) 

for all i (with the latter isomorphism arising because the Frobenius map is 
affine [23, p.252]). We may iterate this process to get a series of inclusions 

IP(X, C) m- IP(X, CP) M- I T ( X , CF) M- IP(X, CP3) 

Thus any line bundle C having the property that TP (X , £p C ) = 0 for some 
natural number e € N, must have HL (X , £ ) = 0 as well. We have just proved 
the following fact. 
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4.7. Theorem. Let C be any invertible sheaf on a Frobenius split variety 
X. If I P ( X , Cn) = 0 for n > 0, then I P ( X , C) = 0. 

Kodaira Vanishing follows immediately on a smooth11 Frobenius split 
variety of prime characteristic (and by reduction to characteristic p, also 
over C). Indeed, let C be ample. For n 0 and i < d, we know that 
Hl (X, = 0, since it is dual to Hd^l(X,uix ® £ n ) , which is zero for 
large n by the definition of ampleness. But then f F ( X , £ _ 1 ) = 0 as well, 
from the above argument. Likewise, the above argument shows that if C is 
ample on a Frobenius split variety, all higher cohomologies of C must vanish. 
It is precisely this argument that enabled Mehta and Ramanathan to prove 
strong vanishing theorems for homogeneous spaces in arbitrary characteristic 
[60]. 

4.8. Exercise: Using this vanishing theorem for Frobenius split varieties, 
prove that a smooth curve of genus greater than one is not Frobenius split. 

There is a nice criterion for Frobenius splitting for a projective variety. 

4.9. Criterion. A normal projective variety X of dimension d is Frobenius 
split if and only if the map Hd(X, u>x) Hd(X, F^Ox ® wj) is injective. 

From this we finally understand the claim that Frobenius splitting is 
equivalent to ordinariness for an elliptic curve. This criterion was first stated 
in this form (at least for the smooth X ) by Mehta and Ramanathan. It can 
also be deduced from an analogous local criterion of Hochster and Roberts, 
using Theorem 4.5 as the connector between the local and the projective 
points of view. 

4.10. Frobenius splitting and tight closure. 

Let X be an affine algebraic variety over a perfect field, with coordinate 
ring R. The property of Frobenius splitting can be characterized in terms of 
a certain closure operation on ideals in R: X is Frobenius split if and only 
if all ideals of R are Frobenius closed. 

4.11. Definition. Let R be a domain of prime characteristic p, and let I 
be an ideal in R. The Frobenius closure of I, denoted by IF, is the ideal of 
all elements z in R such that zpe G I ^ for some e, where I^ denotes the 
ideal of R generated by the pe-th powers of the generators of I. An ideal I 
is said to be Frobenius closed if IF = I. 

nReally, Cohen-Macaulayness is enough. 
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Thus the Frobenius closure is like "tight closure with c = 1." Obviously 
IF C I* for all ideals I. 

4.12. Exercise: Show that IF is equal to IR°°nR where R°° is the overring 
of R formed by adjoining the pe-th roots of every element of R. for every e. 

Let us prove that if an affine variety X is Frobenius split, then IF = I 
for all ideals I. Let X = Spec R and assume that X is Frobenius split. Then 
the chain of subrings 

Rd RP D RP2 D Rp3 D ... 

consists of all split inclusions. Say that z G IF• Fix generators .r f r,/ 
for I and write zpe = a\x\ + . . . + for some a* in R and some e. 

Now apply the R-linear splitting RPe sending 1 to 1. We see that 
zpe = (f>(ai)x\ + . . . + (f>(ad)xFd where now the coefficients ^(aj) are in RPe. 
Taking pe-th roots, we conclude that z € I. 

Conversely, if IF = I for all ideals of R, then X is Frobenius split. With 
enough tools from commutative algebra this is not difficult to prove, but we 
won't outline the proof here. It is essentially a special case of a general result 
of Hochster [29]. 

We have shown above that if the coordinate ring of an algebraic vari-
ety X over a perfect field is F-regular, then X is Frobenius split. However, 
Frobenius splitting is indeed a weaker condition than F-regularity. For ex-
ample, the coordinate ring of the elliptic curve defined by x3 + y3 — z3 = 0 
is never F-regular (as we have verified in Example 1.2. But it is F-split 
in characteristics p congruent to 1 mod 3. This can be checked using the 
Criterion 4.9. 

4.13. Exercise: Show that the test ideal of a Frobenius split ring is radical. 

4.14. Open Problem. Let R be the homogeneous coordinate ring of 
a supersingular elliptic curve. Is I* = IF for all ideals of /?? There is 
considerable evidence that this is true [58], [80]. 

4.15. Frobenius splitting along a divisor. 

There is a strengthening of the notion of Frobenius splitting for a pro-
jective variety which turns out to be equivalent to F-regularity for the ho-
mogeneous coordinate ring. 
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Let D be an effective Cartier divisor, and let s be a section of Ox(D) 
vanishing precisely along D. Consider the map Ox —> Ox(D) sending 1 s. 
This induces a map of Ox-modules 

O x F*Ox F*Ox(D) 

where the first arrow is the Frobenius map and the second arrow is (the 
pushforward of ) the map 1 4 s. 

The variety X is said to be Frobenius D-split if this composition map 
splits, that is, if there is a map F*Ox(D) —> Ox sending s 1. This notion 
appears to have been first exploited in [66], but was not named as such until 
[68]. Obviously, if X is Frobenius D-split, then it is Frobenius split. 

It is convenient to consider not just the Frobenius map but also its iter-
ates. Accordingly, we introduce the notion of stable Frobenius D-splitting. 

4.16. Definition. Let X be an algebraic variety over a perfect field and let 
D be an effective Cartier divisor on X defined by a section s. The variety 
X is said to be stably Frobenius D-split if there is some positive integer e 
such that the sequence 

Ox FtOx ^ Fc;Ox(D) 

splits, that is, if there is some e for which there exists an Ox-module map 
F ^ O x ( D ) O x sending m l . 

It is easy to show that once such a splitting exists for a pair (X, D) for 
some e, then a splitting exists for all larger e. 

The next theorem illuminates the relationship between Frobenius split-
ting and tight closure. 

4.17. Theorem. A smooth projective variety X is stably Frobenius D-split 
for some (equivalently, every) ample effective divisor D if and only if some 
(equivalently, every) section ring of X is F-regular. [78] 

We will not prove this here, but instead refer the reader to [78]. The 
smoothness assumption is not really needed; see [78]. 

One advantage of this strengthened form of Frobenius splitting is some 
strengthened vanishing theorems. For example, a similar argument to what 
we showed before yields the following. 

4.18. Theorem. If X is stably Frobenius D-split and H'l(X,Cn(D)) = 0 
for n > 0, then f P ( X , C) = 0. 
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This is especially powerful if X is a projective variety with an F-regular 
section ring, because it turns out that X is Frobenius D-split for every 
effective divisor D. 

With this strengthened property, we get stronger vanishing theorems. 
For example, using the same sort of ideas as above, the following vanishing 
theorem can be proved. 

4.19. Exercise: Show that if X is a smooth variety stably Frobenius D -
split for some ample effective divisor D, then f P ( X , £ ) = 0 for every nef line 
bundle. 

4.20. Frobenius and Kodaira Vanishing. 

We now describe Frobenius characterizations of the Kodaira Vanishing 
theorem. The first is in terms of the Frobenius action on cohomology mod-
ules. The second, equivalent, characterization will be in terms of tight clo-
sure. 

4.21. Kodaira Vanishing and injective Frobenius action on coho-
mology. 

Let X be a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension d over a 
perfect field. As we have discussed, for any line bundle M , the Frobenius 

F map O x —> F* O x induces a map 

IP(X,M) ^Hi(X,Mp). 

Now suppose that M = £ _ 1 where £ is ample. Note that for any ample 
£ , the modules f P ( X , £ - n ) vanish for 0 < i < d and u > 0 . Indeed, these 
modules are dual to Hd^ l (X,u>x <S> £ n ) for n > 0 , whose vanishing follows 
from Serre Vanishing. So we see that by iterating the Frobenius map (or 
even when p is sufficiently large), eventually the modules IP (X , Mp") are 
zero. 

Thus one way to state the Kodaira Vanishing is as follows. 

4.22. Kodaira Vanishing in terms of Frobenius. Let (X, £) be a generic 
characteristic p model of a smooth projective variety of dimension d over a 
field of characteristic zero, together with a choice of an ample line bundle. 
Then the Frobenius map on X induces an injective map of cohomology 

WiX.C-1) ^Hi(X,C-p) 

for all 0 < i < d. 
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This may seem a strange way to assert vanishing: essentially we're saying 
that Hl(X, £ _ 1 ) injects into something we know is zero. However, it has the 
advantage of suggesting to us what ought to be the statement of Kodaira 
Vanishing in the "top index" i = d. This leads us to the following statement. 

4.23. Strong Kodaira Vanishing. Let (X, £) be a generic character-
istic p model of a smooth projective variety of dimension d over a field of 
characteristic zero, together with a choice of an ample line bundle. Then the 
Frobenius map on X induces an injective map of cohomology 

Hd{X,C-l)^Hd{X,C-p). 

This natural generalization of the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem, which 
was conjectured in [42] and proved in [18], is not at all apparent from the 
standard Kodaira Vanishing. However, it seems to be an important phe-
nomenon. For example, it is at the heart of the proof that rational singular-
ities have F-rational type [18], [63], and therefore an important ingredient 
in the proof of the equivalence of the test ideal and the multiplier ideal. 

In [42], it is proved that Strong Kodaira Vanishing (in dimension d) im-
plies the usual Kodaira Vanishing (up to dimension d). Using this fact, 
a quick "tight closure" proof of Kodaira Vanishing for surfaces is given. 
However, neither Hara nor Mehta-Srinivas give a new proof of Kodaira Van-
ishing by proving strong vanishing because they use Kodaira Vanishing in 
their proofs. 

Of course, the Kodaira Vanishing (and hence strong Kodaira Vanishing) 
are false in characteristic p, but they will hold under appropriate hypothe-
ses that are always satisfied for a "generic mod p reduction." (The precise 
hypothesis: X admits a lifting to Z / p 2 Z and p > d: see [8], [14], [18].) 

4.24. Tight closure and the Kodaira Vanishing theorem. 

As one might imagine from the previous lectures, where the Frobenius 
action on local cohomology was seen to translate into statements about the 
tight closure of parameter ideals, Kodaira Vanishing and Strong Kodaira 
Vanishing have tight closure characterizations. 

Let X be a smooth projective variety over a field of characteristic zero 
and let £ be an ample line bundle on X . Let 

S = © n >o i ? ° (X , £ n ) 
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be the section ring of the pair (X, £ ) . Now unwind the definition of l f * (X , £ _ 1 ) 
using the point of view that local cohomology can be computed from the 
Cech complex of the 0x~algebra ffi£n (see 3.4.1). From this point of view 
Kodaira Vanishing is seen to be equivalent to 

H^1(S) vanishes in negative degree for all i with 0 < i < d i m X . 

Thus our Frobenius version Kodaira Vanishing asserts: For a dense set of 
characteristic p models for S, the Frobenius action on H^S) is injective in 
negative degrees for 1 < i < dim S. Strong Kodaira Vanishing asserts this 
same injective Frobenius action also for the "top" local cohomology module 
H%mS(S). 

The injective action of Frobenius on the negative degree part of local 
cohomolgy can be re-interpreted in terms of tight closure of parameter ideals. 
Using ideas similar to the ideas we used in the proof of Fujita's Conjecture to 
translate statements about the Frobenius action on rj = into statements 
about the tight closure of (®o,®i, • • •, x^), we get a tight closure version of 
Kodaira Vanishing. 12 

4.25. Kodaira Vanishing in terms of tight closure. Let S be a section 
ring of a pair (X , £ ) where X is a smooth variety of characteristic zero and 
£ is an ample invertible sheaf of Ox-modules. Then for any proper subset 
XQ , . . . , Xf; of a system of (homogeneous) parameters for S, where deg X{ > 0, 

k 
( x 0 , . . . , x k y c . . . , x i , . . . , x k y + s>D 

1 = 0 

where D is the sum of the degrees of the X{'s. [42] 

This theorem is equivalent to the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem. Just as 
Kodaira Vanishing can fail in prime characteristic, so can this tight closure 
statement. However, the statement holds when S is a generic characteristic 
p model for a section ring of characteristic zero, that is, "for large p." 

By allowing the possibility that we have a full system of parameters in the 
above version of the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem, we get the strong Kodaira 
Vanishing Theorem. In fact, if xo, • • •, Xd is a full system of parameters 
for a section ring S as above, we get a more precise statement. 

12Actually, considerable technical work is involved that we are sweeping under the rug, 
but this is the basic idea. 
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4.26. Strong Kodaira Vanishing. Let S be an N-graded ring over a field 
of characteristic zero, and let xo, x\,..., xd be a full system of (homogeneous) 
parameters for S, with degs? 0. Then 

d 
(xq, ..., xdy = y^fai, ...,xi,..., xdy + s>D 

1 = 0 

where D is the sum of the degrees of the X{'s. [42] [18] 

The reason we get equality here is that S>D is contained in (xo, • • •, xd)*, 
as can be verified with the Briangon-Skoda theorem (Property 4). 

It is possible to say precisely how large the degrees of the X{& must be 
in the statements of Kodaira and strong Kodaira vanishing in terms of tight 
closure. The point is that the X{ should be "parameter" test elements for 
S. We leave the details of the computation to [42], and remark only that in 
both theorems, each X{ should have degree larger than a, where a is the a-
invariant of S. By definition, the a-invariant is the largest integer n such that 
H ^ m S ( S ) is non-zero in degree n; equivalently, —a is the smallest integer 
such that u j <S> C r a has a global section. 

4.27. A further algebraic digression on the meaning of the Kodaira 
Vanishing theorem. 

It is possible to state this ideal theoretic version of Kodaira Vanishing 
without any reference to tight closure. However, in this way it is impossi-
ble to see the natural generalization to the "top index." Nonetheless, it is 
revealing to consider this algebraic interpretation of Kodaira Vanishing, as 
it underscores the precise way in which tight closure can be used to correct 
for the failure of a ring to be Cohen-Macaulay. 

Recall the definition of the unmixed part of an ideal I. 

4.28. Definition. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring. Consider a pri-
mary decomposition I = q\ f i . . . fl qr fl Qr+1H... Pi Qt, where the </f </,. are 
all the minimal primary components of maximal dimension. The unmixed 
part of I, denoted Iunrn is the intersection q\ f l . . . fl qr. An ideal is unmixed 
if J = junm 

Note that for the unmixed part of an ideal, we throw away not only the 
embedded components, but also any components of the "wrong" dimension. 
For example, the unmixed part of the ideal (xz, xy) = (x) fl (y, z) in the 
polynomial ring k[x,y,z] is simply the principal ideal (x). 
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Now let ./-i Xd be a system of parameters for the local ring at a point 
on an irreducible algebraic variety. The ideal generated by any subset of the 
X{% is always of "pure dimension," but it may have embedded components. 
One way to describe the Cohen-Macaulay property is as follows: every subset 
of the parameters generates an unmixed ideal. 

Using the colon capturing property of tight closure, one can easily re-
late tight closure and the "unmixed closure" for ideals generated by special 
systems of parameters. 

4 .29. Exercise: Let s i , . . . ^ be a system of parameters for the local ring 
at a point on an irreducible algebraic variety. Let I be the ideal generated 
by a proper subset of these parameters. 

1. Show that Iunrn C I*. 

2. If all the X{ are test elements, show that I* C Iunm. 

Using this, we can restate Kodaira Vanishing in terms of unmixed parts 
of ideals. 

4.30. Kodaira Vanishing. Let S be a section ring of a pair (X , C) where 
X is a smooth variety of characteristic zero and C is an ample line bundle 
on X. Then for any proper subset ®o,..., xk of a system of (homogeneous) 
parameters for S, where deg X{ 0, 

k 
( x o , - - - , Xk)unm C 5 > o , xk)unm + 

1 = 0 

where D is the sum of the degrees of the X{'s. [42] 

Because S has an isolated singularity, one easily checks that the ideals 
I = (xo, • • • ,Xk) have no embedded components other than (possibly) the 
maximal ideal ro (defining the vertex of the cone). In this case, to get 
the unmixed part of I we simply remove any ro-primary component. This 
process of removing the ro-primary part of a homogeneous ideal is also called 
saturation, and the notation Isat can be used instead of Iunrn. 

4-30.1. We now reinterpret this in a more 'geometric language'. Consider 
the smooth projective variety X and a set of r general members {Hi,..., Hr} 
of a very ample complete linear system on X , where r < d i m X . The Kodaira 
Vanishing theorem provides a comparison between the ideal I in S generated 
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by the equations of the Hi and the homogeneous ideal Isat C S of the local 
complete intersection X fi Hi fl If2 fl . . . fl Hr. (This intersection is not a 
global complete intersection because X is not Pn . ) Loosely speaking, the 
Kodaira Vanishing theorem bounds from below the degrees of homogeneous 
elements that are in I s a t but not in I . A more precise version follows. 

4.31. Special case of Kodaira Vanishing. Let X C P n be a smooth 
projective variety and let TI\ IT, be r general hyperplanes. Assume that 
the linear system | K\ + H| is non-empty. For each i = 1 r, set Y{ = 
X n Hi n . . . n Hi n . . . n Hr, and let Y = X n Hi n . . . n Hr. Then 

IY c % + ... + IYR + MR 

where Iz denotes the homogeneous ideal of a subscheme Z of Pn in the 
corresponding polynomial ring, and m denotes the "irrelevant ideal". 

More generally, one can make a similar statement for ideals in any section 
ring of an ample divisor. 

Further Reading on Tight Closure. 

The original tight closure paper of Hochster and Huneke [30] is still an 
excellent introduction to the subject, at least for those fluent in the language 
of commutative algebra. There are also a number of expository articles on 
tight closure. Craig Huneke's book Tight Closure and its Applications [39] 
is a good place for a beginning commutative algebra student to learn the 
subject; it contains several applications more or less disjoint from the ones 
discussed in detail here. It also contains an appendix by Mel Hochster [27] 
discussing tight closure in characteristic zero. Another nice survey is [25], 
which contains a list of open problems; although the article is now nearly 
a decade old, many of these problems remain open. A more recent view is 
provided by the expository article [6]. Huneke's "Tight Closure, Parameter 
ideals, and Geometry" is another nice read for algebraists [40], while the 
article [74] is a survey written for algebraic geometers. All these sources, but 
especially [39], contain long bibliographies to direct the reader to numerous 
research articles on tight closure. 

Acknowledgments. Special thanks to Manuel Blickle, Florian Enescu, Eero 
Hyry, and especially Ana Bravo for comments that improved this article. 
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